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Make a Bequest
To make a gift to the University of Maine School of Law Foundation, you must add a codicil to your
present will, or make an amendment to your cuffent trust instrument. To ensure that your
intentions are fulfilled, estate planning documents should be prepared by your attomey and
discussed with the Development Office at the Law School.
Choosing How Your Bequest Will Be Used
Unreswicted Bequests: The use of your gift is left to the discretion of the University of Maine School of
Law Foundation. Unrestricted bequests let the Foundation and Law School apply the funds with
flexibility and imagination to meet the developing priorities of the institution.
Restricted Bequests: You can restrict your gift to any number of important needs, ranging from faculty
support to scholarships, library resources to public service activities. If your bequest will be $25,000 or
more, you can establish an endowment fund named after yourself or someone you wish to honor.
The Law School Development Office is ready to discuss your interest in making a bequest
and has sample documents for your use.
The University of Maine School of Law Foundation
Although only three years old, the Foundation already has $2 million either under
investment or pledged. Directed by Law School alumni/ae and friends, the Foundation is a 501(c)3
tax-exempt organization. Its sole mission is to provide philanthropic support to the Law School.
For additional information call (707) 780-4342; e'mall: lawalumni@usm.maine.edu;
or log on to www.mainelaw.maine.edu.
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Dear Friends,
This is a rather impersonal way to
communicate this news, but I wanted all
of you to know that I will be stepping
down as Dean of Maine Law at the end
of the 2004-05 academic year. At the end
of my term, on June 30, 2005, I will have
served as Dean for seven years.
\üØhen I accepted the position of
Dean, I told the faculty and staff and,
most important, my husband, David,
that I would serve only one five-year
term. But, bringing our Foundations for the Future Campaign to a successful conclusion
took a bit longer than we all thought it would, and so here I am, already at the beginning
of my seventh yearl
As I have said many times in this column, I have thoroughly enjoyed being Dean of this
wonderful Law School. It is the best job I have ever had, and I will miss many aspects of it,
especially the engagements with our alumni/ae and our many friends in the legal communi-
ty. But, it is time for me to reclaim my personal life and to get back into the classroom-
after a sabbatical that I will use to re-leam federal income taxation!
A Dean Search Committee was formed in the summer. It is being chaired by Dr. Jack
Tiifts, Dean of the USM School of Business, and includes Professors Mel Zan, Jeffrey
Maine, and Deborah Tüerkheimer, Director of Administration Lisa Yaeger, and Beth
Dobson '80. The Committee is hard at work and we expect the search to continue
through the fall. We are all hopeful that a new Dean will be named early in 2005 and be
ready to begin the job on July L,2005.
As you might expect, I am planning to have an active and, with luck, productive final
year as Dean. \ü/e will proceed with a long-wished-for strategic planning process for the
Law School, leaving room, of course, for the new Dean's input on priorities and tone. I
would also like to work with our new Law School Foundation to develop a planned giving
and major gifts program, and will continue our efforts to enhance the reputation and visi-
bility of Maine Law, the vibrancy of our intellectual community and our service to Maine
and our region.
The great joy of being Dean has been the opportunity to work with so many of you and
with other members of our Maine Law family. I am grateful for all the support and friend-
ship you have given to me personally and I look forward to another year of working togeth-
er for the betterment of the Law School.
!7ith all best wishes,
Colleen A.lhoury
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FCHRnlrs MrrcHpr-r-'02
Legislative Counsel, American Civil Libeties ìUnion,
Washington, D,C.
"I feell'm ontlæ
ri{t siÅt. of uæ of
tlwbigestlegal
debaæs of *y
gerwrafron."
--Charles Mitchell'02
alarmed by the tone coming out of lTashington. I started studying
the USA PATRIOT Act, and that's why I applied for the job I have
now. I consider this the biggest domestic struggle of our times. If the
PATRIOT Act hadn't been passed, I might not have felt hke I
needed to come here."
As Legislative Counsel, Mitchell is essentially a lobbyist. He ana.
lyzes new bills that may pertain to the PAIRIOT Act, writes testi.
mony, and works with advocacy groups and others to coordinate a
bipartisan strategy to discuss which parts of the PAIRIOT Act to
support and which to speak out against because they may jeopardize
civil liberties. He airs the ACLU's concems to members of Congress
and coordinates its activities with field and media teams.
In October 2001, Congress responded to the terrorist attacks by
passing the PAIRIOT Act. The govemment contends the law safe-
guards American lives and liberties and has been invaluable in pro-
viding law enforcement officials with tools needed to fight terrorism.
Mitchell says the ACLU understands the need for anti-terrorism
tools and does not oppose the PAIRIOT Act in its entirety or its
intent. But the ACLU believes that many parts of this sweeping
legislation take away checks on law enforcement and erode rights,
freedoms, and privacy by going too far in broadening the powers of
law enforcement agents for tracking and monitoring terrorist sus-
pects-without an appropriate level of judicial and Congressional
oversight.
"The ACLU sees this as a drive to consolidate government
power in the executive branch, to take away oversight, and to
take away many of the checks and balances of the judiciary
branch," he says.
"l feel I'm on the right side ofone ofthe biggest legal debates of
my generation. If the ACLU weren't here, the public wouldn't
know these fundamental changes were taking place, and wouldn't
get the information about the changes so that they could under-
stand them and begin to push back. Rlght now this seems to be the
way I can be most useful.
"It's been an incredibly rewarding way to use a law degree, that's
for sure."
Pnula D. Su-sny'76
U.S. Attorney, District of Maine
"Bäå.ìr:,ï::il,'iîiï:ïå',ili'}::î*:se'rosirsbvsincethe
"l'd say 9/11 triggered pretty significant changes for our office,"
says Silsby, who was appointed as U.S. Attomey in May 2001 after
serving as an Assistant U.S. Attomey for 24 years.
Immediately following 9lll, aIl U.S. Attomeys were told to
form anti-terrorism task forces (now called Anti.Grrorism
Advisory Councils) to pull together federal, state, and local offi-
cials to share information. Silsby set up Maine's committee and
called regular meetings to ensure that all federal and statË parrners
were speaking to one another and understanding their obligations.
"Fortunately, in Maine, federal, state, and local agencies were
used to sharing information and working together, so we were
ahead of the game. But this opened a whole new group of partner-
ships that did not exist before 9/11."
Each state also was given authorization to hire an Anti-
Têrrorism Coordinator and an Intelligence Research Specialist-
positions that have enhanced the ability of Silsby's office ro "derer,
disrupt, and prevent terrorism" in Maine.
Bill Schneider '93, hired as Mainet Anti-Tèrrorism
Coordinator, prosecutes terrorism.related crimes, helps ensure
information flow, and works closely with Maine's Emergency
Management Agency.
Nick Abramo, Maine's Intelligence Research Specialist, has
opened the lines of communication between the intelligence and
law enforcement communities for Maine, Silsby says, "We've been
leaming how the intelligence world operates, and this brings a
fresh perspective. Nick applies his analytical capabilities to facts
that arise in Maine that might tie into events going on nationally."
The biggest change for Silsby, and her counterparts nationwide,
has been shifting her approach to her work. "S(/e can no longer be
pursuing events after they occur. l7e need to be engaged proactive-
ly in making sure information flows quickly to those who need it.
It's a daunting responsibility and one that everyone in law enforce-
ment takes very seriously."
Paula Silsby '76
or Mitchell, the basic focus of his
career hasn't changed over the
years. From 1998-2002, he put his
energies into civil liberties while serv-
ing as a Maine legislator, dealing with
everything from teacher fingerprinting
to debates on traffic light cameras.
But the scope of his work in civil
liberties has changed dramatically, and
he attributes that directly to Sept. 11,
2001.
"After 9lII,I was increasingly
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Another new directive that has occupied a "significant"
amount of time for Silsby is educating the people of Maine about
changes in federal law since 9/11, including the USA PAIRIOT
Act, which has broadened the powers of law enforcemenr. The
Act, seen by the Bush Administration as exrremely beneficial in
providing more tools to fight rerrorism, often is misinterpreted,
Silsby says.
"lt's an enormous piece of legislation, and understanding it
completely requires an understanding of pre.existing law and how
those laws have been used for years in the pursuit of ordinary crim-
inals," she explains. Consequently, many of the people she talks to
in Maine's communities blame the PAIRIOT Act for things it
actually does not cover,
"lt's challenging, because rnany people denounce the PAIRIOT
Act not because they understand it but as a way of expressing their
disagreements with many of the changes since 9lll. A lot of peo-
ple have a great deal ofconcern and anger over things that actually
have nothing to do with the PAIRIOT Act. Some people don't
like what's going on politically, and the way rhey're expressing that
is to say ''We're against the PATRIOT Act.' Public debate and dis-
agreement is health¡ but uninformed disagreement leads to misun-
derstanding and confusion. To have an informed debate requires
understanding what the Act does and doesn't do, and that's quite
an undertaking."
One disturbing realization for Silsby is that many people-even
elected officials-do not wish ro be set straight when they criricize
the PAIRIOT Act. "l've acrually been rold by elected officials that
they don't care if their facts are wrong, that they're presenting a
political document and making a statemenr. That's an illuminating
and shocking revelation to me."
That's an attitude her colleagues around rhe country are facing
as well. Silsby says all she can do ro counter that is to continue
steadfastly to try to educate people "and hope, in the end, that
there are people who are truly listening."
Holding the position of U.S. Attorney ar rhis rime has been a
satisfying challenge, Silsby says. "The priority of federal law
enforcement over the last three years has been to deteq disrupt,
and prevent another rerrorist attack. This has resulted in a change
in the role ofthe federal prosecuror and enhanced collaboration
and information sharing between and among a variety of federal,
state, and local agencies. I feel forrunate to be part of this mission."
Davto BpNpvaN'85
Partner, Levenson Vickerson & Beneman, Portland
!or the most parr, the way criminal law in Maine is practiced has.I n't changed greatly post-9/1 1, says criminal defense arromey
Beneman.
But he believes states are becoming aware oÊ-and testing-
some of the more aggressive prosecution measures being used more
frequently by federal law enforcement officials since the terrorist
attacks and passage of the USA PAIRIOT Act.
Beneman notes a recent case in Maine that shows that spillover
effect: In May, four people were held in Portland as "material wit.
nesses" in connection with the shooting death of a New
Dauid Benemmt '85 cutenÅs
our society is much more "wtfor-
Sivin1 anÅ r etribution- onent ed"
after feeling so heþltss because
of 9111 , ún¿ thathas ølæn a
toll on the legal s)súem.
Hampshire man. They were arrested without being charged,
although two of the men were charged with the murder a few days
later.
The material witness provision is rarely used in Maine-it had
been nine years since the Maine Attorney General's office had
requested that a person be held on a material witness warrant.
Beneman, who is not involved with the case, believes the action
was taken so the state would not have to show its hand.
"I do see a ûìore vigorous type of prosecution because govem-
ment has increased its training of law enforcement to be more
aware of these kinds of tools and techniques being used more often
in other places," he says. "And that can be a good thing-if you
feel they're being used properly."
A big problern since 9/1 1, Beneman notes, is that Americans
are more willing to accept measures that make them feel safe, even
if it means ceding some of their civil rights and libenies. He con-
tends our society is much more "unforgiving and retribution-orient.
ed" after feeling so helpless because of 9 1 11, and that has taken a
toll on the legal system.
"I'd say judges are as concerned as I've ever seen them about
public opinion on their decisions," Beneman says, and consequent-
ly are ordering longer sentences. "l think that those in law enforce.
ment have been given a green light to be more aggressive, and
those who make the laws see a constituency that wants to see peo-
ple taking action."
MrcuRpr- Brcos'03 &
Goo¡Rpy PRo¡Esson DoN,tr-o N. Znr-vRN
Co.authors of Chapter Six in Energy Security: Manøgíng Risk
ín a Dynamic LegøL 
€l Regulatory Enaírontnent
ln his last year of Law School, Bigos was developing an
llndependent Study project on energy law when he got an offer roo
good to refuse.
Professor Donald Zillman needed help with writing a book.
"My role was to research all changes in federal energy policy in
the wake o( 9lll and all indusffy responses with regard ro energy
security," explains Bigos, who enthusiastically agreed to be
invoived. He figured he'd be acknowledged for his help in a foot-
note. Instead, he wound up as a co.author with his professor of
Chapter Six of "Energy Security: Managing Risk in a Dynamic
Legal and Regulatory Environmenr," published this year by Oxford
University Press.
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Godfrey Professor DonaIÀN . ZiIImøn andMichøel Bígos '03
Professor Zillman, a principal editor for the book, is a member
of the Academic Advisory Group of the Intemational Bar
Association's Section on Energy and Natural Resources. Every two
years, Section members are asked to examine a timely energy issue.
The 508-page "Energy Security," the result of their collaborative
research, was written mainly for energy law practitioners and ener-
gy company executives.
Each of its chapters, written by authors from 15 countries, per-
tains to one country or region, and discusses security ofenergy sup-
ply and infrastructure since Sept. 11. Topics examined range from
consumer reliability of electricity-for example, avoiding another
blackout like the one that affected more than 50 million people in
the Northeast in August 2003-to how to keep terrorists from
blowing up a nuclear reactor, and the need to develop stable
sources of foreign oil and gas beyond the Middle East.
Bigos and Professor Zillman spent 2003 working on their chap-
ter: "Security of Supply and Control of Têrrorism: Energy Security
in the United States in the Early Thenty-First Century."
Bigosb involvement included analyzing the Homeland Security
Act and many other measures that have affected the United States'
energy infrastructure and distribution, and examining new rules
from agencies such as the Department of Energy. He also looked at
private industry's responses to ensuring energy security.
His findings? They included discovering that no single entity
had taken a comprehensive look at the country's needs in this area.
Bigos concluded that federal agencies and Congress are most con-
cerned about ensuring reliability of energy supply and distribution,
being able to restore damage to critical energy infrastructure, and
avoiding large-scale economic disruption. And he leamed the Bush
Administration expects private industry to take the lead in exam-
ining threats and sharing information on energy reliability-and to
ask for help from the govemment if needed.
"lt remains to be seen ifsuch an energy-security strategy-
allowing industry to initially develop standards and policies rather
than a principally govemment-driven framework-will work," says
Bigos.
Bigos had been considering a career in energy law, and so he
was thrilled to have the opportunity to study something so timely
and relevant. He has since decided to work as a trial lawyer with
Berman & Simmons in Lewiston after finishing a clerkship for
Maine Supreme Judicial Court Justice Jon Levy in the summer.
"l enjoyed the book," says Bigos. "I love writing, and working
with Professor Zillman was a pleasure and a great learning experi-
ence. He taught me a lot abciut market security aspects and energy
law generally, and I hope I taught him a lot about the newly
emerging physical security side."
Professor Zillman presented the pair's findings in March 2003 at
a meeting of the IBAs Section on Energy and Natural Resources
Law in Oxford, England. In May 2004, Bigos presented a paper,
"Physical Security Concems in the Energy Area," and he and
Professor Zillmanpresented their book at the IBA annual meeting
in San Francisco. Copies of the book are available at the following
Maine law libraries: Garbrecht (Law School), Cleaves (Portland),
and Legislative (Augusta).
CHRRr-ps K. LpRonErrER' 7 7
State Solicitor, Maine Attorney General's Office
ln the wake of 9/1 1, Maine Attomey General G. Steven Rowel'87 asked Leadbetter to take a hard look at Maine's criminal
statutes to assess whether they were adequate to address terrorism.
Leadbetter notes that this kind of review has been done periodi-
cally in times of crisis for the country. For example, during !Øorld
'S7ar II, the State Legislature wrestled with how to broaden the
scope of Maine laws to address "sabotage,"
Leadbetter started his review in
fall 2001 by researching how various
i*i.::ii:::::,r^":i:^"b'utmodirv' "Thesimpksacrng thelr cnmrnal codes.
"I was pretty jaundiced about sug- T'ntíon WAs thnt,
ffi:is*ïyfiï:ffi|i,1j:ff.,. Maine woutån't
ough look, I saw that our code was, in hAUe n AÅdreSS the
fact, deficient. The central concern
was not the potential h;;;;"^ mûttZr of ænorism
individual but rather the collective in mry Siffiøttt
harm to our systems in our society.
The simplistic notion was that M"irr" WAy becA:Use tlY
wouldn't have ro address thernatter 
federat gouerlmlentof terrorism in any significant way
because the federi gãvernment woL[Íå,"
i:$Í;.'ï:îïîJ:J:ïåikYlff" 
-charresLeadbetter,?2problems'" 
-
The package of changes ultimate-
ly passed by state legislators was more modest than what
Leadbetter originally submitted to Attorney General Rowe. But
5
knowing how carefully it was debated and reviewed, Leadbettel
feels very satisfied witl^r the outcome.
"Maine's process for looking at a legislative document is a good
one because it ailows fo¡ contributions from all differer-it sources
before legislation is passed. The Crirninal Code modifications
were examined thoroughiy and considered carefully by crirninal
defense lawyers, prosecutors, judges, and others on the Crirninal
Law Advisory Cornrnission and the Joint Standing Comrnittee or-r
Criminal Justice and Public Safety. There were many work ses-
sions and public debates. What came out of that was a very good
product."
Leadbetter notes that the revised crirninal statlttes now address
a rnajor concern his office had hacl: that Maine has adequate abili-
ty to cornbat terrorist acts that threaten or harm citizens collective-
ly and/or infrastrnctures. Changes to the Maine Crirninal Code
include amending the crirne of causing a catastrophe and defining
what is rÌìeant by "terroristic intent" and "critical infrast¡ncture."
Legislators chose to more clearly define terrninology like "poison"
and "toxil-r" and "biological agent."
Maine's ability to lespond to terl'orism was assessed in a variety
of other areas as well. For exarnple, the Maine Legislature outlined
Maine's authority to respond to a public health emergency caused
by an act of bioterrorism and created a system for doing so for the
Department of Human Services. Legislators also modifiecl the
Professor Friednon in the southern Negeu Deserr during the winø of 2003,
where he met with Israeti Aír Force and intellígence fficials md ak:o had the
oÞÞorLrnity to cross the frontier into Jordan,
*+ l$'*i
p¡Ê.*¡
¡ *''|:Sl
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Freedom of Access Law to address security-related information
concerning preventing or preparing for acts of terrorism.
Another ûìatter worthy of note, says Leadbetter, is the
Legislature's decision not to pursue allowing law enforcement offi-
cials in the state to engage in wiretapping. For the most part,
Maine legislators steadfastly have resisted allowing wiretapping
over the years, but might have decided to grant that ability given
the country's mood post-9/l1.
"My office expressly considered whether a change should be
sought and rejected it. Maine just hasn't reached the point of need-
ing this aid," explains Leadbetter. "lf Maine law enforcernent agen-
cies felt that, without wiretapping, we really were compromising
our ability to solve and prosecute crimes, you'd definitely see a
move to have that changed."
That's a good example of how Maine differs from much of the
country, he says.
"Maine's view of what's appropriate is not necessarily the same
as other jurisdictions. We are a conservative state in the sense that
our expectations about how we treat our citizens are different. In
my opinion anyway, we're a much more civil state, which is not to
say we don't prosecute vigilantly. But how we go about it is often
different."
CRnor- L. MTTcHELL'BB
Executive Vice President and General Counsel,
Banknorth Group, Inc.
!he financiaL services industry was hit hard by regulatory securityI and other changes post-9/11, says Mitchell, and her company's
banks are no exception.
Banks now are expected to be more involved with helping to
identify possible terrorists and stem the funneling of money to ter-
rorist activities. To do that, banks must do more to know exactly
who their customers are and have appropriate detection programs
in place or risk steep fines, Mitchell explains,
She noted, for example, Riggs Bank's recent $25 million federal
fine for failure to have effective money-laundering prevention pro-
grams in place.
Meeting stiffer requirements comes with a price tag, she says.
For starters, banks are required to do a new series ofchecks on all
businesses, and that can be inconvenient and a bit disconcerting.
Customers running perfectly legitimate companies understandably
wonder why they're being questioned by their banks in ways that
didn't happen a few years ago.
Additlonal requirements for opening accounts, such as a pre-
senting a photo ID, also conflict with some cultural practices,
Mitchell notes. For example, this requirement is difficult, if not
impossible, for Muslim women who cover their head and body for
religious reasons.
Banks obviously have seen significant increases in actual costs
as well. They have had to hire-and train-more employees to
meet the demands of closer monitoring and analysis of financial
records, customer identification programs, and investigating suspi'
cious activity. They have needed to upgrade computer systems and
buy additional software. To meet heightened security requirements,
"Bail<s rrust, dD møre tÐ
l<naw exactb whl ùwir
cl,tsfÐTnßrs me mÅhnue
aþþroþnnte deæctton
þrogrmx m þlnce sr nsk
sæeþ firtes ."---Carol Mitchell'BB
they have paid to install card-access systems and heavier.duty secu-
rity systems and to put more stringent procedures into place for
mail handling.
In terms of Mitchell's job and her legal staff, the many regularo.
ry changes since 9/11 have meant taking a more proactive role
within Banknonh-making sure that all new requirements are
understood and met and that the bank goes far enough in recogniz-
ing what constitutes "suspicious activity" that must be reported.
"For us, it's a matter of balancing how much are you going to
look at, and what is realistic," Mitchell explains. "The reviews that
used to be required for large transactions are different now. For
example, where we used to look closely at $10,000 transactions,
should the cutoff now be $7,000, $5,000, $3,000? It's harder for a
bank to have a bright line to work with for these kinds of things.
And we're taking these requirements very seriously."
BsrH SrrcrNpv
Executive Director,
Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project
Qtickney, an adjunct professor who created and periodically teach-Ù"r the Law School's Immigration Law Seminar, says her job has
become disheartening since 9/1 1. And she's sure that's the case for
most immigration lawyers in this country.
"l can't think of a job I'd rather have," says Stickney, of running
the Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project (ILAP), the only legal aid
office handling immigration law matters for low-income people in
Maine. "But right now, I can't say I love my job."
Her organization has seen a huge swell in demand for assistance
since the terrorist attacks of 9lll.ln 2001, ILAP served fewer than
1,000 people. In the two years that followed, demand nearly dou-
bled. It's not the increase in numbers that is so troubling to
Stickney, but rather the reasons behind the numbers.
"lt's largely been generated just by fear," she says, "Post 9/11,
there have not been as many legal changes as immigrants think,
but immigrants in Maine know that people in the immigrant com-
munity have been disproportionately affected and are worried that
there are changes in the law that will adversely impact them."
Stickney explains that ILAP clients in greater Portland fearfully
watched as more than a thousand immigrants nationwide were
detained when the U,S. government cracked down on immigration
violations immediately following 9/1 1. Then they saw a Special
Registration System created in1996 suddenly being widely enforced
7
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aby the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security. The sys-
tem, meant for tracking mil-
lions of foreign visitors, stu-
dents, tourists, and others on
temporary visas from all coun-
tries, started being used in the
wake ofSept. I I to fingerprint,
photograph, and interview only
people fromZ5 mostly Arab
and Muslim countries (plus
.":,ïi$:ïi|,ii:ï:J"'å'i. 
. 
"I l<now seueral þeoþle
wildfire in immigrant commu- whO maued out of
nities, and people just started r r . I I
calling or-r ur--rfrrid and trying Muræ becune ol recent
to understand what was hap- BOfder PA1OI'SWeeþ5.'
pening."
The usA pATRror Act Tlny feltMame wlsn't
mandare that Border Patrol Sl a welcomtng plnce to bethe Canadian border be tripled
generated 
^ 
hr,g. u*ou.rt of AnJmorg,"
fear as well. "l know severral 
_Beth Stickneypeople who moved out of
Maine because of recent Border 
-
Patrol 'sweeps.' They felt Maine
wasn't a welcoming place to be anymore," Stickney says.
As a result, the ILAP staff has focused much more in recent
years on reaching out to the immigrant community. "l meet with
community groups quite a bit now, telling people what their rights
are under the law. !7e explain what to do if they're questioned by
authorities, we give people our phone number."
"lt's a difficult time to be doing immigration law," she concludes.
"l do it because the people I deal with are one of the most upliftlng
subsets of people you'll ever work with. These are people who have
managed to survive horrors most of us can't even imagine and still
function like normal human beings. They're people who have had
the gumption to get up and leave everything they know to come to
a country to make a better life. It's just a wonderful population to
deal with."
MrcHRpr- P. CnNrann'81
Commissioner,
Maine Department of Public Safety
flantara's job as Maine's Commissioner of Public Safety has been
llinfluenced tremendously by the events of Sept. 11,2001. And,
as is the case for millions of Americans, that catastrophe also has
shaped his approach to life as well as work.
"It's made me more determined to make sure that the advan-
tages and blessings that my siblings and I had growing up in this
state are available for future generations," said Cantara, who was
appointed Commissioner by Gov. John Baldacci in early 2003. "l
think what Sept. 11 has done is to remind us of how we should
treasure our way of life here in Maine and in this country as well
as our liberties, our ability to move about freel¡ to participate in a
democracy, to form organizations. And it also has reminded us that
we ought not lose sight of our ability to ask tough questions of our
govemment when we have a need to."
These a¡e ideals that Cantara says he has always believed in,
but they were brought into sharper focus after the attacks on our
country.
"l would hope that we all have learned a deeper appreciation
for what it means to be a citizen-that we participate actively in
our communities, that we vote, that we keep ourselves informed . ..
and that we not risk taking these things for granted."
A major component of Cantara's job is making sure that all of
the advantages and freedoms he describes are protected.
'!7hile 
serving as Commissioner, "it's been clear that the issues
of homeland security and the enhancement of our ability to talk to
one another on the local, county, and state levels have been at the
forefront of our work," says Cantara, who oversees the Maine State
Police, the State Fire Marshal's Office, Emergency Medical
Services, the Maine Drug Enforcement Agency, and the Maine
Criminal Justice Academy.
A large part of his job also has focused on strengthening already
effective communication between Maine and the federal govern-
ment and its agencies-including the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the Coast Guard, and Border Patrol-and ties with
Quebec and New Brunswick, Canada.
"There's a constant effort to identify barriers to sharing of infor-
mation," which not only helps security efforts but also enhances
Maine officials' ability to work cooperatively on criminal matters,
notes Cantara, formerly York County's District Attomey.
Also since 9/1 1, he's noted a renewed commitment by state
govemment agencies to "making decisions based on objective facts,
and not slipping into actions that deprive people of their law{ul
rights and liberties. The war on terrorism should not be an excuse
on the part of govemment to curtail our hard-won freedoms."
"I think wlwt SEt. 11 lws dane is to remind us of
lww we shoulàtreaswre ol,Lr way of Uklwrein
Mafuæ and ¡n this cowwy. . . . h also has remirdßd
us tlút we oughttntlnse nght of owr lbilitJ tD dsk
tnugh qr,tesfrøls of ow govenLrTwnt wlæn wehnue
&need to." 
-Michael Cantara '81
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On the moming of Sept. 1 1, 2001, Mark
J. Winter '98 was in his z4rh-floor office ar
Freehill Hogan & Mahar, a maritime law
firm in the heart of lower Manhattan,
preparing for a deposition.
He'd been at work since 7 a.m. after his
usual hour-and-50-minute commute from
New Jersey-having driven to Jersey Cit¡
hopped a ferry, walked east through the
'S7orld Financial Center, and through the
courtyard between the twin towers of the
\Øorld Tiade Cenrer to his building, abour
four blocks away.
!Øinter was on the phone when a "loud bump"
momentarily interrupted his conversation. He thought
nothing of it, though, because construction work had
been happening in the office above him. (He came to
realize much later that the sound he'd heard had been the
first plane hitting the \7orld Tiade Center.) As he tumed
to hang up the phone, \ü/inter glanced out his window
toward the East River and "saw some papers fluttering
about." He dismissed it, thinking it was "some moron who
had thrown paper out the window."
\Tinter then heard someone in his office say they'd
seen a fire out the window. Curious, he walked over to a
partner's office, which directly faced the \7orld Tiade
Center towers.
From this view, l7inter couldn't tell that a plane had
struck the opposite side of the tower.
He remembers thinking "oh that's horrible; there's a
fire," but that was the extent of it.
"Typical New Yorkers, we all went back to work. But
when I got up to look again a couple of minutes later, we
saw flames and thick black smoke and I thought, 'oh, that
really looks bad.''!7e tumed on the TV in the conference
room where I was setting up my deposition, and saw a
report that the plane had hit. I thought, 'That's impossi-
ble! How could that be possiblel And if it did happen, it
must have just been a little Cessna.' All of a sudden, we
heard a huge explosíon and watched on TV as the second
tower was hit. As I tumed to look out the window, I saw a
huge fireball."
Winter quickly called his wife to tell her that he was
OK and shortly thereafter the phone lines went dead.
Over the next few minutes, he continued corresponding
with her via e-mail.
"As I'm typing to her, I see this big mushroom cloud
and black dust, and thought something had
just happened to the \7orld Financial Center.
As it turned out, that was the first tower going
down. 'S7e, as a firm, stayed pretty close
together and walked down the 24 flights to an
Au Bon Pain restaurant in the lobby. By the
time we got down there, it was so dark that we
couldn't see anything outside. ìØe had no idea
what had happened. We decided to stay there
until the dust had settled."
Winter says he did not feel fear at that
point. "It was more of an anxious calm."
"We couldn't see anything that was hap-
pening. After about 40 minutes, it was starting to clear,
and then we heard a huge rumble and it got very dark
again. \Øe didn't know at the time, but that was the sec-
ond tower crumbling. \øith kind of a bunker mentalit¡
we went to the basement, with about 50 people in all.
Someone had a \Talkman radio, and we heard that planes
had flown into the Pentagon and crashed in
Pennsylvania, and we heard that the Tlade Center had
come down. !Øe all thought, 'lVhat do you mean it came
down?'We just couldn't comprehend that at the time."
Around 10:30 or 11 a.m., a maintenance worker man-
aged to tap into the main phone line and allowed each of
the people hunkered in the basement to make a one-
minute call-which l7inter says was a true luxury at that
point and enormously appreciated. He called to reassure
his wife and asked her to call his parents.
At about 11:30 a.m., his group came out of the base-
ment and saw thousands of people streaming by. He and
some other New Jersey commuters decided to head toward
their feny.
When Winter finally arrived home, embracing his
wife-remarkably, by 3 p.m.-his first thought is easy to
recall: "Let's go to Maine. They don't blow things up in
Maine. It's safer there."
Imnædiately follnwingthe euen* of 9l11,Winter, øNaual
Resercrut, was called to acaue militmy duty, He fwst worked
with the Office of Naual Inælligerrce CiuilMantime Diuision
atdloter was askednheþ draftmemcnqnÅa of agreement
between the manry golrenrment øgerwies that were warkíngmore
closelry øgether in rhe walæ of the attncls uù.legislation, incluÅ'
ing the USA PATRIOT Act. Shortþ øfter hß tqt)o ye&rs were
uþ, Winær maÀe hß way back to Mawæ , where he worl<s w'¡ a
contmerci.ril trarcartions grouÞ et Drwmond €l DrutnmanÅ in
Portl¡nd. He liues withhis wife mÅ son in South Freeþart.
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Foundations
for the
Future Campaign
Exceeds Goal
Foundations
for the Future
The Campaignþrúe
Maine School of Law
?he Foundations for the
I Fur.rr. Campaign has con-
cluded, meeting its $3 million
goal and raising three times
more than any other fund-
raising effort in the history of
the Law School. The
$3,150,000 pledged during the
three-year effort will be used
primarily to boost the Schoolt
endowments for scholarships,
faculty support, public service,
and the library. In addition,
funds from the Campaign
already have been used for
major renovations for the
Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic and to replace most of the
tables, chairs, and carrels in the Garbrecht Law Library.
Law School Dean Colleen Khoury praised the generosity
and the volunteerism of Law School alumni/ae and friends.
"One of the great joys of this Campaign effort has been the
The Hon. VincentMcKusick (left) sþeaks wíth the Hon. Frank Coffín andhß
wife, Ruth, dwing the Cømpaign uictory celzbration at which ít was cunoutced
that Coffm's former cLerks hnd donated more than $140 ,000 to endow the Cffin
Lecture on Inw and Publíc Seruice.
El¿anor Baker '78 and lunes Bowíe'77 , co-chairs of the recentLy completed anÀ
highþ successful.Foundøtions for the Futøe Campaign.
opportunity to meet so many dedicated graduates of the Law
School. It has enhanced my appreciation of the quality of
Law School graduates and the importance Maine Law has
played in their careers," she said.
The Campaign was co-chaired by Eleanor Baker '78 and
James Bowie '77 and led by a volunteer Campaign Cabinet'
Baker is currently principal partner for the Portland account.
ing firm of Baker, Newman &. Noyes. Bowie is managing part.
ner for the Portland law firm of Thompson &. Bowie.
Campaign planning started in 2000, and the effort, once
underway, was completed in three years,
As a result of the Campaign, 15 new endowment funds
were established. Most of these endowments will be managed
by the new University of Maine School of Law Foundation.
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Neuu Endowment tunds
E$tablished lluning thc
toundat¡ons fon tnc Futune Gampaign
Llhæy
Professor David D. Gregory/Class of 1976 Library
Acquisition Fund-Professor Gregory a 1968 graduate of
the Law School, taught at the School from1972 until his
death in December of 2000. In honor of his distinguished
career at the Law School and his keen interest in law books
and joumals, the Class of 1976 established this permanent
ând. This endowment will fulfill a pressing need of the
School-to ensure there are adequate funds for the purchase
of law books, treatises, serials, and other legal materials for the
library.
$cholæshhs and Financial lid lon Sftdcrts
Laurie L. Balmuth Scholarship Fund-Thanks to a gift
from Laurie Balmuth '80, this fund will provide financial
aid to nontraditional law students who show great promise in
their pursuit of a legal education and demonstrate financial
need.
William Bingham Scholarship Fund-Recognizing that in
its shor¡ history many of the Law School's graduates have
gone on to leadership roles in the Srate of Maine, the
Bingham Betterment Fund endowed a scholarship fund with a
$100,000 gift. Scholarships are to be awarded to Maine resi-
dents showing academic promise and financial need.
Fund For Business, Entrepreneurship, and the Law-
Btablished by rhe Bride Charitable Foundation, income from
this fund will be allocated to assist students planning to enter
nontraditional legal careers in business and to establish pro-
grams at the Law School involving entrepreneurial business
activity in society. The specific uses of the income from the
Fund are broadly defined and include student scholarships
and fellowships.
Elliott Family Scholarship Fund-Tho generations of
the Elliott family have anended the Law School and practice
law in the State of Maine. They include brothers Roger S.
Elliott '63, Richard W. Elliott, J*'65 and Richard's son,
Richard W. Elliott, III '86. This fund supports deserving
students during their second and/or third year of Law School.
New Hampshire Scholarship Fund-Over 100
alumni/ae of the Law School live and work in the Granite
State, including several judges and prominent members of
New Hampshire's legal and business community. During the
Foundations for the Future Campaign, many New Hampshire
alums asked that their gifts by used to permanentiy endow a
scholarship for New Hampshire residents attending the Law
School.
Bernard Osher Scholarship Fund-Established by the
Bemard Osher Foundation, this scholarship fund provides
half tuition scholarships to Maine residents with exceptional
academic credentials. Known as Osher Scholars, recipients
are awarded the scholarship for their three years at the Law
School based on academic record.
Peoples Heritage Bank Scholarship Fund-Esablished
with a $100,000 pledge from Peoples Heritage Bank and its
parent company, Banknorth Group, Inc., income from this
Fund will be awarded to second- and third-year students with
superior academic records, or to first year students showing
exceptional promise in the study of law. Recipients must be
Maine residents.
Pierce Atwood Scholarship Fund-Pierce Atwood is
among the largest law firms in Portland and 21 of its 110
attorneys are graduates of the Law School. Pierce Atwood
and many of its attorneys have made a generous $75,000
gift to the Law School to start this scholarship fund.
Specific criteria for making awards from the fund are being
developed.
Lewis V. Vafiades Scholarship Fund-Lewis V. Vafiades
was one of Maine's most distinguished attomeys and foremost
citizens. For nearly a decade, he sat on the School's Board of
Vsitors, and during the year preceding his death, in the win.
ter of 2001, he was an active member of the Foundations for
the Future Campaign Cabinet. Lew was interested in insuring
that Maine's brightest men and women, who aspire to careers
in law, can remain in the State of Maine. To support this
vision, colleagues and friends pledged $189,000 to establish a
scholarship fund in his name. The long-term goal for the fund
is to provide at least one full-tuition scholarship to be award-
ed to Maine residents of superior talent with preference to
students who are residents of Aroostook, Piscataquis,
Somerset, Penobscot, Washington, Hancock, and Franklin
Counties in northem Maine.
Woodcock Family Scholarship Fund-Siblings John
'76,Ttm'77 arrd Elizabeth '88 have created thrs fund with
preference that awards be made to a resident of Penobscot
County, or a graduate of Bowdoin College with financial
need. The three Woodcocks, through service m their commu-
nities and distinguished legal careers, exemplifu the values of
the Law School.
Continued on Page 12
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New Endouument Funds
Continued from þage 11
Pnolcssonshlps
Sumner Ti Bernstein Professorship of Law-By any
measure, Sumner T. Bemstein was one of Maine's foremost
lawyers. Sumner's relationship with the University of Maine
School ofLaw began in the 1950s when he served as an
instructor at the Portland University Law School, a predeces'
sor institution. For many years, Sumner served as an Adjunct
Professor at Maine Law where he sometimes team'taught
courses with Founding Dean Edward S. Godfrey. His wife
Rosalyn '86 and son Andrew '80 are both graduates of
Maine Law. This fund, which exceeds $250,000, was estab'
lished with a lead gift from his former law firm, Bemstein,
Shur, Sawyer & Nelson, and the generous support of
Sumner's colleagues, friends, and former clients. lncome from
the Bernstein Professorship Fund will support the teaching,
research, and scholarship of a distinguished member of the
Maine Law Faculty.
Maine School o{ Law Foundation Professorship of
Law-Recognizing the importance of faculty funds, the
Directors of the Law School's Foundation have chosen to
endow a second Professorship from their own personal giving
and unrestricted gifts to the Foundation. Their desire is that
this Professorship be used to provide additional resources to a
prominent faculry member so he or she may continue to be a
productive scholar and creative teacher.
Puilic $enuice
Frank M. and Ruth Coffin Fund for Law and Public
Service--Throughout his distinguished caree¡, U.S. Appeals
Court Judge Frank M. Coffin (active retired) has stood as an
exemplar of a life devoted to public service. Thanks to a
$140,000 gift from his former law clerks, the Coffin Lecture
on Law and Public Service will be permanently endowed. An
additional $100,000 in gifts from the Law School Alumni
Association, Maine State Bar Association, and other donors
will be used to endow a loan repayment assistance program
(LRAP) to encourage recent graduates to enter careers in
public service.
Verrill Dana Graduate Public Service Fellowship-
Established with a gift of $130,000 from the Portland law
firm of Verrill Dana, its lawyers and employees, this Loan
Repayment Assistance Program fund will aid recent Law
School graduates entering public service with pardal repay'
ment of their student loans. Recipients will be known as
Verrill Dana Fellows.
Loan R"payment Assistance
Grants Now Available
Ron Schneider '96 
and Rebekah Smith
'98 remember that students active in
the Maine Association of Pubiic Intelest
Law (MAPIL) voiced concern in the rnid'
1990s about mounting student debt, which
made it dlfficult for new graduates to afford
taking lower paying jobs with public inter-
est organizations.
"lt was clear that Maine Law was at a
marketing disadvantage by not having an
Loan Repayment Assistance Program
(LRAP) while rnany other schools had a
program. l7e also believed that current
debt loads would not allow anybody to
work in public interest law if they did not
receive financial assistance," said Schneider
who now works at the Portland law firm of
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson'
"We asked the Alumni Association for
its support. The Alumni Association has
really helped build the furld, generously
contributing $5,000 to $10,000 a year to
the effort for the past six years," explained
Smith. "We spent a lot of time researching
the issues, learning how other schools were
responding, and educating people about
the need for an LRAP effolt."
Currently working part-time, mainly on
special education issues at Murray, Phrmb
& Murray, Smith has been a law clerk to
Judge Frank M. Coffin ancl a Skaclden
Fellow wirh the Maine Equal Justice
Partners in Augusta. That fellowship, fund-
ed by the New York law firrn of Skadden,
Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, provided her
with a stipend and serviced het stuclent
loans for two years so that she could assist
low-income mothers trying to obtain a col'
lege education.
To put the need for LRAP in perspec-
tive, the typical Maine Law graduate has
563,347 worth of debt. The nationwide
rnedian salary for a lawyer in the public ser-
vice secror is $37,500.
t7
Thanks to a generous donation by the
Joyce Mertz-Gilmore Foundation in 1995,
the Alumni Association's interest in this
issue, gifts frorn Verrill Dana and its attor-
neys, and the Maine State Bar Association
and others, accurnulated gifts and pledges
totaling $220,000 have createcl two new
funds (Frank M. and Ruth Coffin Fund for
Law and Public Service and the Verrill
Dana Graduate Public Service Fellowship).
This yea¡ the income from these funds is
large enough to support the Law School's
first LRAP awards, which are being distrib-
uted this fall.
Alumni/ae who have graduated within
the last five years and are employed full-
time with a public interest or a public
service organization may be eligible for
assistance. There are lncome guidelines and
other rules regarding these awards. For more
information, visit www.mainelaw.maine.edu.
ommenceme
I n May, 82 graduates of the Class of 2004
lreceived theirJ.D. degrees during a cere.
mony at Portland's Merrill Auditorium in
front of 700 friends and relatives.
The graduating class invited Maine
District Court Judge Rick E. Lawrence, an
alumnus of Harvard Law School, to pro-
vide the keynote address. He reminded
graduates that "behind every law school
graduate stands an impoverished family"
during an address filled with sound, and
sometimes humorous, advice. Lawrence
told graduates that their experience at
Maine Law-the friends they made while
there, and the relationships formed with
faculty-was much more intimate than his
experience at the larger Harvard Law
School. He urged them to "give back to
their profession, community, and society as
a whole."
The L. Kinvin Wroth Distinguished
Alumni Award was presented to Paula
Silsby '76, the U.S. Attomey for the
District of Maine. Silsby, a native of
Ellsworth whose great-grandfather, both
grandfathers, and father all practiced law,
was the commencement speaker for the
School in7996.
Each year, graduates choose a member
Grcduøtes P atricía McAILßter and Míchael G olàman
receíuedl-aw Alw¡mi Association Awards as outstand-
ing members of the senior cLtss.
of their class as stu-
dent commencement
speaker. This year's
speaker was Steven
Johnson '04. His
address, although
often humorous and
full of anecdotes of
his years at Maine
Law, ended emotion-
ally as he dedicated
his degree to his
father-in-law, a
Kansas farmer who
had passed away the
previous week.
Johnson, of \ü/ichita,
Kans., worked as a clinical bioethicist while
pursuing a Ph.D. before law school. He
accepted a position at the Augusta law firm
of Kozak & Gayer, a firm specializing in
health care law, and also received the
ABA/BNA Award for Excellence in the
Study of Health Law.
Nancy Ann Haller of Portland was
named winner of the Faculty Scholastic
Achievement Award, given to the member
of the senior class who achieves, over three
years of law study, the highest academic
average. It was noted that Haller achieved
t3
Toþ þhoto: Maine Disnict Court luàge Rick E.
Lawrence gives the keynote aàdress. Bottom photo:
Stuàent contmencement sþeaker Steuen I ohnson.
the highest grade point average of any
graduate of Maine Law.
Two graduates, Patricia McAllister '04
and Michael Goldman '04, were recog-
nized with the Law Alumni Association
Award by Jim Haddow '86, then Alumni
Association President. The award recog-
nizes the person(s), who in the opinion of
the faculty, were the outstanding members
of the graduating class. Both Goldman and
McAllister were given Law School chairs.
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Sherry L. Abbott
James Neal Allen
Katherine Bennett Allen
\Øendy Monson Alley
Brian Aromando
Jane Ellen Atkinson
\Øllham Gerard Bart
Jonathan Reynolds Berry
\7illiam Thomas Bly
Kimberly Marie Boggiatto
Kristy Marie Bowden
Christine B. Chasse
Christina Brigitte Perkins Connors
Stephanie F. Davis
Jessica Anne Demers
Dale A. Dixon
Mary Kathryn Donovan
Daniel James Edwards
John Lund Elmen
Lauren Hillary Epstein
Timotþ P. Fadgen
Aaron Fethke
Michael Iain Goldman
Bradley James Graham
Zachary Isaiah Greenfield
Nancy Ann Haller
Carie Harvey
Natalie Louise Hicks
Scott Michael Houde
Jlll E. Hunter
Matthew A. Hunter
Steven L. Johnson
Eric Scott Jones
Todd Rlchard Ketcham
Jess Byme Knox
Katherine R. Knox
Ekaterina Kuznetsova
Cindy L. LeFevre
James Drew Liddell
l7illiam Patrick Logan
Charles D. Maddox
Michael Howard Madigan
Jeremy Michael Marden
Patricia Anne McAllister
Sarah Elizabeth McCarthy
Amy L. Barker McConnell
Kristy Jane McFarland
Ryan Nicholas McFarland
lt0MEr0wtll
Orono, Maine
Portland, Maine
Portland, Maine
Cumberland, Maine
Ogunquit, Maine
North Tumer, Maine
Levant, Maine
Brunswick, Maine
Hackettstown, N.J.
Portland, Maine
Bangoq Maine
Stratham, N.H.
Litchfield, Maine
Addison, Maine
Bushkill, Penn.
Augusta, Maine
Biddeford, Maine
Portland, Maine
Portland, Maine
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Clinton, Mass.
Eagle Lake, Maine
Portland, Maine
Philadelphia, Penn.
South Portland, Maine
Portland, Maine
Portland, Maine
Canaan, N.H.
Biddeford, Maine
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Caribou, Maine
\ü/ichita, Kans.
San Diego, Calif.
Carle Place, N.Y.
York, Maine
Portland, Maine
Arkhangelsk, Russia
'!7indham, Maine
Falmouth, Maine
Augusta, Maine
Portland, Maine
Durham, Maine
Lincolnville, Maine
Portland, Maine
Aubum, Maine
Houlton, Maine
'S7estbrook, Maine
York, Maine
UIì|IITRGRIDUITE ¡IEOREE/GOTTTÊE
B.A. 1995 University of Maine
M.A. 2003 University of Maine
A.B. 1999 Bowdoin College
M.A. 2002 New York University
B.A. 1999 The College of Charleston, S.C.
B.A. 1978 University of Maine, Farmington
M.Div. 1981 Drew University
B.A. 2001 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 1999 University of Southem Maine
B.U.S. 2000 University of Maine
B.S. 2001 University of Massachusetts, Lowell
B.A. 2000 Rutgers College
B.A. 1993 Unity College
M.S. 1997 University of-Wisconsin, Green Bay
B.A. 2001 Westem New England College
B.A. 1991 University of Maine
B.A. 2000 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 1970 Marlboro College
M.L.S. 1974 Catholic University of America
B.A. 1998 Ursinus College
M.L.A. 2001 Converse College
B.S. 1999 Unity College
B.A. 1997 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 1990 University of Maine
B.S. 1982 University of Colorado
B.A. 1999 State University of New York at Geneseo
B.A. 1998 University of Massachusetts, Amherst
M.A. 2000 Maxwell School, Syracuse University
B.A. 2001 University of Colorado, Boulder
B.A. 1990 Northwestem University
B.A. 1991 University of Rochester
B.A. 1997 Ithaca College
B.A. 1993 Tirfts University
B.A. 1999 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 1995 Rollins College
M.A. 1998 University of North Carolina, Charlotte
B.S. 1995 University of New Hampshire
M.B.A. 2000 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 1979 University of Colorado, Boulder
B.A. 2000 University of Maine
B.A. 1988 Asbury College
M.A. 1991 University of Kentucky
B.A. 1999 \Thitman College
B.A. 2000 Hampden Sydney College
B.A. 1998 Ohio Wesleyan University
B.S. 1990 Skidmore College
M.S.!ø. 1993 University of Maine
B.A. 2000 University of Southem Maine
8.A.1997 Universiry of Southem Maine
B.A. 1989 University of New Hampshire
B.A.1997 \Øake Forest University
B.A. 1999 Marlboro College
B.F.A. 1992 Camegie Mellon University
B.A.2001 University of Southem Maine
B.S. 1986 United States Coast Guard Academy
B.A. 1998 Providence College
Ed.M. 1999 Harvard University
B.A. 2000 University of Southem Maine
B.S. 2001 University of Massachusetts, Lowell
B.S. 2001 Villanova University
T4
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James J. McGurty
Neil E. Mclean, Jr.
Nicholas Jon Monilllü/alter H. Morse, III
Kimberly Lynn Murphy
Chris Alexander Nielsen
Francesco J. Palanda
Bobbie Jo Papagno
Neil James Prendergast
Nicole Jo Record
Nicole Reitze-Johnston
Kathleen Mary Robertson
Cynthia Campbell Robinson
Philip R. Saucier
Letha M. Sgritta
Staci Kay Shaffer
Kenyon Rose Shubert
Raphaelle A. Silver
Benjamin James Smith
Carly Rae Smith
Joelle L. Smith
Regina Josephine Stabile
Barbara Hall Täylor
Jennifer L. Thompson
Katherine Elizabeth Tïemey
Melinda Lee Turkington
Beatrice A. Tìrmer
Luis Perez Valentin
Brendan Francis !7alsh
Emily Flaherty \7alsh
Genevieve 'S7atson
Laura Katherine \Øelles
Kurt Isaac Wilhelm
\ü/enonah Maria !Øirick
IIOMET|IWIT
Brunswick, Maine
\Winslow Maine
Casco, Maine
Portland, Maine
Hollis, Maine
Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
Falmouth, Maine
Caribou, Maine
Ridgewood, N.J.
Winslow Maine
Brunswick, Maine
Newark, N.J.
Anson, Maine
Presque Isle, Maine
Mooresville, N.C.
Spokane, \7ash.
Bangor, Maine
Kennebunk, Maine
Van Buren, Maine
Mars Hill, Maine
Jay, Maine
Lawrence, Mass.
Peaks Island, Maine
Saco, Maine
Portland, Maine
Kennebunk, Maine
Nairobi, Kenya
Guayama, Puerto Rico
Guilford, Conn.
Portland, Maine
East Burke, Vt.
Southwest Harbor, Maine
Bsex, Mass.
West New Portland, Maine
Uil|IMGRIIIUITT DEGREE/GOI.LEGE
B.A. 2000 University of Massachusetts, Boston
B.S. 2000 University of Colorado
B.A. 2001 Bates College
B.A. 2000 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 2000 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 2001 State University of New York, Plattsburgh
B.S. 2001 James Madison Universiry
B.A. 1998 University of Maine
B.A. 1998 Bates College
B.S. 1992 Thomas College
M.B.A. 1997 University of Maine
B.A. 2000 University of Utah
B.S. 1979 University of Scranton
B.A. 2001 University of Southem Maine
A.B. 1998 Vassar College
B.A. 2001 Purdue Universiry
B.A. 1996 University of Tèxas
B.A. 1998 Comell University
B.A. 2000 Colby College
B.A. 2000 University of Maine
B.A. 2001 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 2001 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 2001 !Øellesley College
B.A. 1970 Oberlin College
M.A. 197 6 Columbia Tèachers College
B.A. 1999 Dickinson College
B.S. 2000 University of Oregon
B.A. 1998 Purdue University
B.A. 2001 University of Maine, Augusta
B.S. 2001 University of Utah
B.A. 1997 Loyola College
M.P.A. 2000 Indiana University
B.S.2001 Unity College
B.A. 1995 Universiry of Pennsylvania
8.A.1997 Mount Holyoke College
B.S. 2001 Northeastem University
B.S. 1992 Southem New Hampshire University
(I to r) Graàuøtes Beatrice Twner,
N anlie Hiclcs, Luis P erez V al¿ntin,
anÀ SarahMcCartlry.
GroÅuate Brian Aromando uíthhis
daughter.
(L to r) Grqàuates Jess Knox, l-awø
Welles, anà PhiLip Saucier.
ß
Prizes Awarded at Graduation, Class of 2OO4
Faculty Scholastic Achievement
Award-This award is given to the
member of the senior class who
achieves, over three years of law
study, the highest academic average.
Nancy Haller
ABA/BNA Award for Excellence
in the Study of Intellectual
Property Law
Sheny Abbott
ABA Award for Excellence in
Labor and Employment Law
BenjominSmith
rs
af:.
J essicø Demers Nancy Hallzr was recognized far hotting the highest araÅemíc Jessica Demers-llutical Pracace
dÐerage tn her clnss-anÅ also the highest auerage of mryone G enec)ieve Wøtson-Busmess Law
Faculty Award for Tiial who euer has graù'tnted from the Inw School Lnura wel.les-Envirownentel €;
Advocacy-Awarded for outstanding performance in advo- Mmine Inw
cacy courses. Katherine Tierney-Criminnl l-aw I Proceùne
MichaelMaÅigan
C y nthi a C anpb ell Robiruon
Faculty Significant Achievement
Awads-These awards are pre'
sented to members of the senior
class whose academic performance
and/or overall contribution to the
school have been significant.
Kimber\ Boggiatto
Philip Saucier
Kenyon Shubert
Genevieue Watson
Gignoux Award for Appellate
Advocacy-This award is for the
graduating senior who has demon-
srated excellence in advocacy skills
through moot court programs.
Wernick Prize for Legal Writing-This award was estab-
lished by friends and former colleagues to honor the memo'
ry of Justice Sidney Wemick. It is given to the student who
has submitted the best piece of legal scholarship during the
year.
Nancy Haller for her Lqw Reuiew clÅe note
"Cybergenics II: Precedent utÅPolicy us. PlninMeaning"
National Association of Women Lawyers Recognition
Award-This award goes to a graduate who has contributed
to the advancement of women in society and promoted
issues and conceffn of women in the legal profession.
Katherine Knox
Independent Writing Award-Awarded to the best
Independent Writing Project.
Nicholas Morrill for his þaper on "Rethinking the Four
Horsemen: Jusnce Roberts and the New Deal"
ABA/BNA Award for Excellence
in the Study of Health Law
Steven Johnson
American Bankruptcy Institute
Medal fot Excellence in
Bankruptcy Studies
Nancy Haller
Outstanding Scholastic
Achievement Awards-Presented
by the Law Faculty for outstanding
performance in selected areas of the
curriculum.
Maine State Bar Association Pro Boao Student
Award-Awarded to a student whose law-related services
to the community, without compensation or education
credit, exemplifies the legal profession's tradition of pro bono
service.
BarbaraTaylor
Law Alumni Association Award-The recipients of this
award are the persons who, in the determination of the fac-
ulty, are outstanding members of the senio¡ class.
MichaelGolhwn
PatriciaMcAllísær
Student Bar Association Award-for distinguished ser-
vice to the student body.
Jess Knox
Katherine Knox
1 6
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Professor Yaleríe StonfilL '85 briefs LocaL triaL lawyers on their role as eualuators ond judges ot the N ew England
RegionaLTäal Competitionheld at the Cwnberlnnd County Cowthouse in Portlond.
Our Ocean's Future
Conference
I n analvsis bv the Muskie School ar rhe
llU,-,i,r"rrity of Southem Maine shows
that Maine's ocean-related economy pro-
duced $1.5 blllion and 43,000 jobs in 2000.
However, according to this yearb prelimi-
nary repor[ by the U.S. Commission on
Ocean Policy, our oceans are in trouble.
This report was the focus of a May 20.
21 conference at the Law School sponsored
by the Ocean cmd Coastal Law Jownal
(published by the Maine Schooi of Law)
and The Ocean Conservancy. The event,
whose primary organizer was Professor
Alison Rieser, drew nearly 100 people. "I
think it was a very timely and interesting
topic," said Professor Riese¡,
Arnong the 27 speakers was Andrew A.
Rosenberg, one of the preeminent fishery
scientists in North America. Appointed by
President Bush to serye on the U.S.
Commission on Ocean Policy, he
expiained the report's findings and the
resulting recommendations. They include:
creating a new govemance st¡ucture, gener-
ating more and better accessible scientific
information, and enhancing education.
The report follows a 2003 independent
study by the Pew Oceans Commission,
which called for immediate reform of U.S.
ocean laws and policies to restore ocean
wildlife, protect ocean ecosystems, and pre-
serve the ecological, economic, and social
benefits of the oceans. Two members of
that Commission-Roger T. Rufe Jr., Vice
Continued on þage 18
Wathen
\üriting
Prize
Awarded
Ahciø,Howe (l to r) , the
Hon. DaníelE.
Wøthen'65, an¿
KatharíneMûartfu.
Duríng the spring semes-
ter, Howe mdMcCartþ
were aqsnrdedWathen
Writíng Prizes f or their
ou*mnÅingbriefs in
Løunence ot. Texas, a
U.S. SuPreme Cowt
cd^se -
National Tnial Gompet¡t¡on
ln February, Maine Law hosted ll law
lschools at the New England Regional of
the National Tiial Competition, a major
undertaking that involved 130 students
and I42 local rial attomeys and judges.
Newly retired Professor Judy Potte¡ the
Law Schoolt long time Tiial Tèam coach,
said without the assistance of so many stu.
dents and the Maine Tiial Lawyers
Association, it would have been impossible
for a small law school like Maine Law to
host the competition.
The contest took place at the
Cumberland County Courthouse in
Portland over four days, Each trial required
nine volunteers, which included a judge
and three evaluators (local judges and
attomeys), one bailiff (a member of the
School's Tiial Advocacy class) and four
witnesses (all first-year students from
Professor Deborah Tüerkheimer's Criminal
Law class). Professor Potter noted that she
received numerous compliments from visit-
ing teams regarding the quality of the judg-
ing and witnesses.
Maine Law team members were
Cynthia Campbell Robinson'04, Michael
Madigan'04, Benjamin Smith'04 and
Katherine Tïerney t04. Tèam coaches were
Professors Judy Potter and Valerie Stanfill
'85. A number of Maine Law alumni/ae
also took parr in the competition as judges
and evaluators. "The competition is a valu-
able experience because it forces all of the
participants to speak and ask questions in
front of others," said John Bass II '78, who
served as an evaluato¡, Bass remarked that
the srudents were all very prepared.
Both teams from Maine Law, a tradi.
tional powerhouse in the New England
Competition, made it to the quarter{inals
and eventually finished rhi¡d and fifth. The
two top tealns went on to the national
finals in Austin, Ti:xas, a competition that
Maine Law students have attended many
times in previous years.
At the final banquet of the New
England contest, coaches of the visiting
teams announced that a new award for the
Competition's Best Advocate would be
named after Professor
Potter to honor her
many years and repeat.
ed success in coaching
Maine Law's team.
ProGssor Potter retired
in June after 32 years
on the Law School's
faculty. (See relnted cun-
cle on page 25.)
The National Tiial
Competition was estab-
lished in 1975 and is
underwritten by the
Gxas Young Lawyers
Association and the
Arnerican College of
Tlial Lawyers.
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Admiral, U.S. Coast Guard (Ret.) and
CEO of The Ocean Conservancy, and Pat
D. White, CEO of the Maine Lobstermen's
Association-spoke at the conference
about the Pew findings.
"Much of the conference was spent
comparing the recommendations of the
two reports and how each set of recom-
mendations would affect the Gulf of
Maine," explained Angela Crossman
Arey '05, a student organizer of the con'
ference and the editor-in'chief of the
O cean a¡Å Coasttil Law J ournal.
The remaining question: Is Maine ready
to take the next step? Debate on that topic
fueled panel discussions on day two of the
conference. The talks centered on whether
the state has the knowledge and analytical
tools for regional ecosystem management in
the Gulf of Maine. Also, is the proper polit-
ical and legal framework in place?
While there was no
consensus at the end of
the conference on these
questions, Professor
Rieser says it was a first
step in building the net-
works needed to move
forward. "lt began a dis-
cussion that we hope will
lead to a cooperative
affangement for ecosys-
tem management in the
Gulf of Maine among the
states and those who care
about our region's ocean."
TheOceutaú"Coanl
InwJomwl is hoping to
publish papers from the
conference, an event you
can read more about by
logging on to htç://
mainelaw.maine.edu/oclj.
Angela Crossman Arey ' 05 , a conferetrce orga'ti7er ,
who gaue tlæ openmg speech at the Law School''s conference
withGov. JohnBalfurcci
on oceønpolicy.
Law and Technology Conference
The Tèchnology Law Center held
its 5th Annual Law and Gchnology
Conference "Bio,lnnovation II:
Promoting BioProsperity," on June
17-18 at the Regency Hotel in
Portland.
Each year, the Tèchnology Law
Center's conference focuses on legal and
business issues pertinent to a technology
sector. This year, the conference was cen-
tered on biotechnology and the issues sur-
rounding it here in Maine. As defined by
the U.S. govemment, "biotechnology"
refers to any technique that uses living
organisms (or parts of organisms) to make
or modifir products, to improve plants and
animals, or to develop microorganisms for
specific use. How Maine can advance the
ffansfer ofbiotechnology from its research
labs into commercial ventures was the pri'
mary focus of discussion during the two'
day conference.
Among those in attendance were attor'
neys, executives, licensing/technology
transfer professionals, biotech researchers,
financing professionals, and technology
assessment professionals. Topics included
legal issues facing start,ups, successful
models of technology transfer, biosafety
lunn 17-18
regulations after 9f Il, ethical dilemmas,
and the different types of potential biotech
investments.
One keynote speaker was Dr. Kathie
Olsen, the Associate Director of President
Bush's Office of Science and Gchnology
Policy. Her speech focused on the impor-
tance of integrating the effcrts of the private
and public sectors to promote, support, and
exploit an economy based on innovation'
"Maine has some excellent intellectual
and educational resources and I urge you to
take advantage of them," Olsen said. "I can
see all the ingredients are here for a success'
ful regional biotechnology industry. You just
need to work at making the relationships
work."
The conferences' other keynote speaker
was Patrick Tèrry, co-founder and Director
of Consumer Advocacy, Inc. In l995,he
and his wife discovered their two children
had a rare condition known as PXE, an
inherited disorder that affects selected con'
nective tissue in some parts of the body'
1B
Following the diagnosis, they found'
ed PXE Intemational, a dynamic lay
organization that initiates, coordi'
nates and funds research, and pro'
vides worldwide patient support.
Among the other 23 speakers
were Bill Palin, Vice President for Research
for Binax, Inc., in Portland; Linda Diou,
General Manager of BIODESIGN
Intemational in Saco, and David Shaw, the
founder of IDEXX Laboratories in
\X/estbrook. They spoke about the success of
their companies-and what they leamed
during the building process.
Daniel E. Wathen'65, former Chief
Justice of the Maine Supreme Judicial
Court, moderated a session on ethics, and
Christine C. Vito '93, partner at Tèsta
Hurwitz & Thibeault in Boston, spoke on
cuffent issues in patent law relevant to the
biotech industry.
"From the beginning, we hoped that the
conference would bring together people
who work in diverse areas related to the
biotechnology industry who ideally should
be in communication but aren't.'We want-
ed to provide a collection of knowledgeable
speakers to address legal issues affecting the
industry and to facilitate meaningful discus-
@
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sion relevant to developing the industry in
Maine," said Elizabeth S. SØorley, confer-
ence organizer.
"Clearly during the conference, conver-
sations were occurring among people who
might not typically gather at the same
meeting. I am pleased that the Tèchnology
Law Center's annual conference facilitated
discussions and relationships among such a
diverse group ofpeople who all have an
interest in seeing the biotechnology indus-
try flourish in Maine."
For more information on the
Tèchnology Law Center, visit
www.mainetechlaw.org, or contact Rita
Heimes, the Center's Director', at (207)
87 4 -652I or rheimes@usm.rnaine.edu.
2004 MlPlt fiuction Raises S22,000
Deny RwúIett'73, a guest arrc-
cioneer at the 2004 MAPIL auction,
w ges tho se atænding to " btd htgher."
Thß yar's aøctíon produced a record
$22,000 to suÞÞort summer pubkc
inærest fellowships to l-aw Schaol stu-
dcn*. With orwther $15,000 grant
from the Maine Law Alutrmi
Associ¿tion, the Løw School wa able
to aaørd surnmer fellawships at public
inærest orga:nizations to 12 satÀents.
Other guest urctiuwers incluÀed the
Hon. Daniel Wøthen'65, Darcíe
Mcükpee '98, Terry Ganney, ønd
Howo¡d Reben. The attrtion is orga-
nized earh year by Inw Schoo| stu-
dents wha are members of MAPIL.
Lectune$ at tltc Lauu School
MarthaMinow
As it does every year, the Law
School welcomed several notable
speakers last spring. On February
23, Harvard Law Professor Martha
Minow delivered the Dean's
Distinguished Scholar Lectu¡e.
Minow has published works on
human rights, education and law,
the First Amendment, and human
equality. During her lecture at the
Law School, she focused onBrown
us. Board of Education. Minow dis-
cussed what she believes has-and
has not----changed in the decades
since that decision.
In March, Marvin
Krislov, General
Counsel at the
University of Michigan,
spoke at the Law
School. Krislov directed
the legal defense of
Michigan's affirmative
action policy in Grutter
vs. Bollinger and Gratz
us. Bollinger. Krislov
also coordinated the
hundreds of amicus briefs submitted to the Supreme Court on
behalf of the Universiry of Michigan. "Affirmative action is
alive. lt's been endorsed; the value ofdiversity has been
endorsed," he said. "The challenge is that it is just not clear at
all that we as a society are committed to taking the steps."
Pulitzer Prize winning journalist
Linda Greenhouse spoke in April to
one of the largest audiences ever to
attend a lecture at the Law School.
Greenhouse is the U.S. Supreme
Court correspondent {or The New York
Times. Her lecture was titled "'What
Got Into the Court and What
Happens Next?: The Supreme Court's
Amazing Last Tèrm and Fascinating
Current One." Before the lecture,
Greenhouse held a morning Q &, A
with students on what it's like to cover the U.S. Supreme
Court. Greenhouse was the Law School's Libra Journalist-in-
Residence. The Libra Professorship was established in 1989 to
attract nationally known scholars to University of Maine
System campuses.
Eugene Fidell, presi-
dent of the National
Institute of Military
Justice and spouse of
Linda Greenhouse,
spoke to Law School
students in April on
"Military Commissions:
lü/hat is Justice in
'Wartime?" The discus-
sion was held in the
Moot Courtroom.
Eugene FiÀell
Linàa Greenhouse
Marvín KrisLou
fl
¡
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laine M. Boume walked into her job as
the Law School's first Director of
rne. Seeing the lifelong bonds forged
among the students themselves and with
faculty is wonder{ul-that's rare within law
schools. And, the position itself is a won'
derful opportunity."
Creating a Director of Admissions job
is a natural step in the evolution of the
Law School, explains Dean Colleen
Khoury.
"'We have wanted to
hire someone who couid
focus solely on admissions
for a long time. It will
help ensure that we can
attract the most talented,
diverse class possibie each
year," she says.
Boume says she is
excited to develop a new
position, and after 11
years of careet-services
experience, is enjoying
being on the "front end of
the process." The Director
of Adrnissions position is
well-suited to her legal,
matketing, counseiing,
and administrative skills,
Boume holds a B.A. in intemational
politics from the Eisenhower College of
the Rochester Institute of Tèchnology, and
eamed her J.D. frorn the University of
Pittsburgh School ofLaw. She practiced
colporate and securilies law with a mid'
sized Pittsburgh law firm. Then, as
Director of Industry Development for the
Information Industry Association, a
\ü/ashington, D.C.-based trade association,
Bourne worked with a range of corpora-
tions-from start-ups to Fortune 500 com-
panies.
'ü/'hile serving as Director of Marketing
for the Bucksport-based Training and
Development Corporation, she was
exposed to labor and employment issues,
working closely with TDC clients and
local colleges and universities. Missing the
iaw Boume decided to "take the plunge
into academia" and accepted a position
with V/idener University School of Law's
career.planning and placement office.
\X/ithin 18 months, the Dickinson School
of Law (now Penn State-Dickinson)
recnrited her as its Director of Career
Services. She stayed for five years until
New England again beckoned and an
opportunity presented itself in the career
development office at Boston University
School of Law.
Bourne has been active on a national
level with career and student services orga'
nizations. She co-chairs the Judiclal
Clerkship Committee for the National
Association for Law Placement and has
served on its board ofdirectors, and is
active in the Association of American Law
Schools Student Services Section, serving
as its Section Chair in 1999. She also has
been active in state and local bar associa-
tions, including the Pennsylvania Bar
Association, where she was appointed to
its Commission on'Women.
Boume is an avid reader, and enjoys
walking, biking, expioring new places, and
cooking.
I i:îï::,',ï"î ffii:; ]liî'å",
Relations and Development, a posi-
tion she assumed in late June. She is
working on a variety of projects,
including the launch of the Alumni
Association's new \illeb site, the Møine
Law magazine, and other alumni
activities.
Leslie grew up in central Maine and
Allisan Leslie (lef t) interuews Angela Cr ossman
Arey '05 , Edítor'InÆhief of ¿he Ocean and
Coastal Law Jourr:øl, for an article on Þage 17 .
New Director of Admissions
E
Admissions in April with a clear set of
goals.
The first order of business: To consoli-
date into one position the various admis'
sions functions that had been admirably
sha¡ed by several people.
The second order ofbusiness: To devel'
op a strategic marketing
plan that capitalizes on
Maine Lawt rnany
strengths and that takes it
into the future.
Bourne's ultimate
goal: "To bring in the
best class I can each
year."
To that end, she! tak-
ing a careftrl look at how
Maine Law markets itself.
She's talking with pre-law
advisers fi'om colleges and
universities throughout
the country, analYzing
statisticai clata, and ElaineM' Botnne
speaking with applicants
and prospective applicants, as well as gath-
ering information from clrrrent students.
This market research will help determine
how best to build upon and expand the
Law School's recruitment efforts.
"Historicaily, we've concentrated on
Maine and New England, which we will
continue to do," explains Bourne. "But one
goal is to also attract stuclents from
throughout the nation who wili be assets to
Maine Law One parl of our strategy is to
continue to attend variotts Law School
Admissions Forums held in major cities
this fall and to be visible at professional
and graduate school fairs sponsored by coi-
leges and universities throughout the coun-
try. 'We're seeking as diverse a class as possi-
ble."
Boume was attracted to Maine Law for
many reasons. She has strong ties l-o
Maine, having spent many summers in the
Belgrade Lakes region.
More importantly, Boume is "thrilled to
be affiliated with this institution. It's a
wonder{ul place," she says. "The strong
legal eclucation that students receive, com-
bined with the student-centered nature of
the School, its small size, and sttong sense
of community were all very appealing to
New Assistant Director of Alumni Relations
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Barbaro Gauditz
B
arbara Gauditz '87 is rnany things to
many people at the Universiry of
Maine School of Law. She is an alumna,
an administrator, a colleague, and a friend.
She served as Assistant Dean for 17 years
before retiring this fall. But even with her
cleparture, the Law School and its students
will stay close to her heart-just as they
have for the past two decades.
"Barbara has been such an integral part
of the fabric of our Law School that it is
impossible to catalog the rnany contribu-
tions she has rnade to Maine Law over the
years," said Dean Colleen Khoury.
As Assistant Dean, Gauditz identified
well with the student body. After all, she
was once a Law School student herself,
graduating as a member of the class of
1987. "l haven't been away from the Law
is a 2000 graduate of the Universiry of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where
she eamed a B.A. in joumalism and
mass communication. She spent the last
several years as a news producer at the
ABC-affiliate in Portland. \ü/hile there,
she produced a debate featuring both
sides of the Maine casino issue which
took first place at this year's Associated
Press awards.
"I think my transition from news to
the Alumni Office will be a smooth
one," she said. "My favorite part of pro-
ducing was talking to people in the
community and passing on their stories
to the public, so viewers could stay
School for more than two weeks in the
last 20 years," she recalls.
As a student, Barbara co-authored an
article with Professor Martin A. Rogoff
called "The Provisional Application of
International Agreements," which
appeared in the Maine Law Reuiew,Yol.
39, Nurnber I, 1987. "It's very unusual for
a student to co-author an article, but she
produced very high quality work," said
Professor Rogoff. In fact, ir-r the spring of
Barbara's final semester at the Law
School, he recommended her for the post
of Assistant Dean. "She was smart, well-
organized, and most important, interested
in other people," Professor Rogoff
explained.
It was that interest that led her to the
position of Assistant Dean, a job which is
sometines filled with periods of chaos. In
the early 1990s, Anthony Anaman '93
walked by Dean Gauditz's office and saw it
bustling with faculty and stuclents. He
decided she needed a new title and gave
her a name plate for her door that read
"Zookeeper." "lt came to rne in an empa-
thetic moment with a sense of her devo-
tion," Anaman recalled. "lt was definitely
a zoo, I thought, ancl she 'a keeper' in
lnore ways than one."
Dean Gauditz's contributions to the
Law School have been far-reaching. In
addition to clay-to-day acadernic adminis-
tration, for most of her tenure she had
principal responsibility for recruiting and
counseling prospective students, as well as
informed about what was happening
around them."
Leslie is putting those skills to good
use ât the Law School. One project she
is looking forward to most is establishing
a new online community for the Law
School's alumniþe. "There's no faster
way to pass along job updates, news, and
upcoming events," she explained, "The
Law School's alums are going to find
themselves more'plugged in' than
they've ever been before. The whole
process is very exciting."
Leslie can be reached at:
aleslie@usm.maine.edu or (207 ) 228.
841 1.
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preparing adrnissions and recruitment
materials. Her other priority was the cur-
rent student bocly. "Each class develops its
own personality within a few weeks," she
said. "lt's interesting to watch that happen
year aftel year."
As Assistanr Dean, Gauditz followed
the students from orientation to gradua-
tion, two events she had a major role in
planning and executing. Once the school
year was underway, the chairs in Barbara's
office were rarely vacant. "Her door was
always open, her arms were always open,
and her tissue box was always fu11," said
Marcie Hornick '02.
Students came to Dean Gauditz for
both academic and personal advice. In
fact, Gauditz recalls being introduced to a
first-year student with these words: "This
is Barbara. She takes the edge off this
place," alluding to the stress that law
school can bring.
Because of her former experience as a
Law School student, Barbara was able to
give students perspective and guidance.
"There's something really fun about
watching sorrreone sta¡t out this chapter'
in their lives, overcome thei¡ struggles,
and come through all of it in the end,"
she said with a smile. "l would tell thern
the knowledge is going to corre, but it's
just going to sneak up on you."
Denis Culley'03 compared Dean
Gauditz's role at the School to that of the
Lord Chancellor of the old eqi-rity courts
ofEngland. "She preserved the students
from the harsh extremities of the law,"
Culley said. "However, she also knew
when to advise to 'hold thern' ancl when
to'fold them."'
Barbara's involvement ir-r the Law
School will continue through the corning
years. She has been appointed by Dean
Khoury as the alumni/ae representative orì
the committee overseeing the newly
established Loan Repayment Assistance
Program, ro which Gauditz dedicated a
great deal of energy while at Maine Law.
'S7hen 
asked what was next in her
career, Gauditz said she had yet to narrow
down her options, but she is looking
actively to start a new chapter in her life.
She saicl, "l'm too young not to work, so
anyone should let me know of any cool
jobs they hear about."
Barbara Gauditz can be leached at
barbara@usrn.maine.edu.
Banhara GaudiE '87 Retines
ntliljI-nE-rIIÏ
Professor Lois Lupica
was elected Chair-Elect of
the Creditor's and Debtor''s
Rights Section of the
Associatiot-r of American
Law Schools. Professor
Lupica will plan the
Section's program for the AALS meeting
in January 2006. She is also seruing as the
Vice Chair and Co-Reporter of the
Arnerican Bar Associationt Täsk Force on
Chapter' 1 1, r-rnder the auspices of the
Business Bankruptcy Cornmittee. Her arti'
cle, "Asset Seculitization: The Unsecured
Creditor's Petspective," originally published
by the Texas ltw Reuiew, has been t'eprint-
eá in Secwitization, Snuctwe Finrmce anÅ
C apin\ Markets, published by Lexis-Nexis
lubl ishing Crorrp, 2004.
Since alrivir-rg at Maine
Law last fall, Professor
Jeffrey Maine has been
actively publishing and pre-
senting papers. He has co-
authored two books on
intellectual property taxa-
rion: Intellecual P r op ertl Taxation : P r oblems
anà Matenals (Carolina Academic Press,
2004 ) and Intellectual Pr oþert1 Taxanon
(Bureau of National Affairs, 2004). In
February, P¡ofessol Maine spoke to the
Intellectual Property Section of the Dallas
Bar Association on "Täxation of
Intellectual Property: Tiansaction and
Litigation Issues." In March, he was a pan-
elist at a syrnposium on Emerging
Intellectual Property Issues at the Declman
School of Law on the campus of Southem
Methodist University. His article "Täxing
the New Intellectual Property Right" will
appear in Vol. 56 of the Hastíngs l-aw
Jotmwl.
Newly retired Professor Judy Potter
received the 2004 Caroline Duby
Glassman Award from the \ü/omen's Law
Section of the Maine State Bar
Association. The award is given in recogni-
tion of Professor Potter's contributions to
the advancement of women in the legal
profession, including hel 32 years 01ì the
faculty at Maine Law. The Hon. Ca¡oline
Glassman presented the award to Professor
Potter in January 2004. $ee
the aracle onProfessor Potter's
reitrement on þage 25.)
Msiting Professor
Valerie Stan{ill'85 has
begun a four-year appoint-
ment on the Grievance
Commission of the Maine Board of Bar
Overseers.
An article by Professor
Jennifer Wriggins entitled
"Parental Rights
Tènnination Jr"rrisprudencer
Qr-restioning the
Frarnework," (52 S. Cal. L.
Rev. 241)was cited rnaZ00Z decision, in
which the Supreme Court of Delaware
held that parents have a right to request
court-appointed counsel in a termination
of parental rights decision. Professor
\Triggins wrote "Fotward: Law, Labor and
Gender," which was published in the
Sympositrm Edition of rheMaine Løw
Reuiew. She spoke at Harvard Law School
in March on "The Social Construction of
Love and Cate," and hel article "Domestic
Violence Torts," originally published in the
Uniuersity of Southem Catifomia I-aw Req.)iew
(75 S. Cal. L. Rev. 121), is cited and dis-
cussed in Professor Marshall Shapo's
Princiþles of TortLaw (West). Professor
Wriggins' article "Dornestic Violence in the
First Year Torts Curriculum: Using
Intentional Infliction of Ernotional Distress
to Tèach about Domestic Violence,
Insurance, and Invisible Törtious Harû1"
has been accepted for publication in the
Jownal of Legal Education.
Professor Mehryn Zarr
was the keynote speaker at
the Law Day Celebration at
the Federal Courthouse in
April. The event was a cele-
bration of: "Winning
Equality by Law: the 50th
Anniversary of Broum vs. Bomd of
Educatton."
Professor Orlando
Delogu's essay "The Maine
Environment" appears i n
Changing Maine : 19 60 -20 1 0
(Richard Barringer', Editor),
which has been published
by Tilbury House Publishers,
Delogr-r continues to be an invited pan-
elist at the Rocky Mountain Lancl Use
institute Conference in Denver, Colo.,
each fa1l. Last yeaq he spoke on "Recent
Decisions: Taking and Other Issues Related
to Urban Planning."
In February, Pro{essor Alison Rieser
spoke to the American Association for the
Advancement of Science in Seattle,
Wash., on the subject of "Tough Decisions:
Dealing with the lJncertainty of Managing
Marine Fisheries." She also gave a public
27.
lecture at Stanford
Univemity's Hopkins
Marine Station. Her topic
was "Presctiptions for
Fisheries Reform: Is Rights-
Based Managetnent
Compatible with an
Ecosystern's Approach?" During her visit to
Stanford, Rieser also met with a graduate
class in marine conservation biology.
Associate Professor Christine
Galbraith was selected as a Conference
Fellow for the.March conference on
"lntellectual Property, Sustainable
Development and Endangered Species:
Understanding the Dynamics of the
Information Ecosystem," held by the
Michigan State University's DCL College
of Law. In April, Galbraith spoke to the
Maine Bar Association's Intellectual
Property Section on "The Computer Fraud
Pnotmm lhfiæ M. Smilil
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n many ways, Deirdre M
Smith's life and careerI
have come full circle.
Skills honed as a student
in the Cumberland Legal
Aid Clinic prepared her for
private practice. And that
experience-as an associate and then
shareholder at the Portland law firm of
Drummond Woodsum & MacMahon-in
tum readied her for a retum to the Clinic
in a new role, as its director.
"This job really pulls together all of the
things I've done and want to do," says
Professor Smith, a 1994 swrLma cwnløu.àe
graduate of Maine Law. "People may laugh
to hear me say this, but this is truly my
dream job. It was an unexpected and happy
opportuniry. I'm still pinching myself that
I've got it."
She's thrilled, in part, because she's also
retuming to an area that sparked her inter-
est in a law career to begin with: legal ser-
vices and public interest law.
While an undergrad at the University of
Pennsylvania, Professor Smith was a politi-
cal activist and always interested in legal
issues. She took a course in Women and
the Law, and something became very clear.
"l quickly realized that one of the most
effective ways to bring about social change
is through the law," Professor Smith says.
I
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Iand Abuse Act: Its hnpact on the Public
Domain," and she has been invited to
becorne a member of the "Culture, Society
and Intellectual Property" collaborative
research network based at the Universiry of
Buffalo Law School and the University's
Baldy Center.
Maine Gov. John Baldacci has appoint-
ed Associate Professor Deborah
Tuerkheimer as one of five men-rbers of the
newly established Advisory Council on the
Prevention of Domestic and Sexual
Violence. The Council will survey the sta'
tus of the prevention of dornestic and sexu-
al vioience and the prosecution oflelated
crimes in Maine, examine the irnpact of
state iaw, court rules, sentencing, educa-
tional mechanisms, ancl community strate.
gies for combating such violence. The
Council is scheduled to deliver its report to
the govemor in February. Tüerkheimer's
At the same time, stories related by a friend
working for Community Legal Services in
Philadelphia intrigued her immensely. So
she took a paralegal job there and main-
tained a caseload of more than 100 low-
income clients.
"That job, and working on the real-life
problems of my clients, shaped my views,"
she says. For one thing, it sealed her decision
to attend a law school with a strong clinical
program. Maine Law, where Professor Smith
excelled, fit that requirement and she gready
valued her Clinic experience.
"The Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic pro-
vides experience like nothing else," she
says. "lt allows you to work with clients, get
into court, and get a sense of the responsi-
bilities and opportunities associated with
practicing law. lt also provided me with a
huge confidence boost by showing me that I
could in fact smnd up in court and advocate
on behalf of a real client. That made me all
the more excited abut practicing law."
Professor Smith is delighted to help fur-
ther what she calls the Clinic's long and
outstanding reputation for excellence.
"The Clinic has always been an important
provider of legal services, and it has a
national reputation as one of the most
innovative programs for providing students
with hands-on experience in a general-
practice setting."
Beside directing the Cumberland Legal
Aid Clinic, Professor Smith is looking for-
ward to teaching. She will teach the
General Practice Clinic both semesters this
article "Recognizing and Remedying the
Harrn of Battering: A Ca1l to Criminalize
Dornestic Violence" will appear in
Northwestern's Jownal of Criminal l-aw and
Criminologl, the prernier criminal law jour-
nal in the country.
A book review written
by Professor Martin
Rogo{{ appears in Vol. 10,
No. 1 of the Coltnnbia
lownal of EwopeatLaw.
The article "One, Tìvo,
Three, Four', Five and
Counting: A Sixth French Republic?"
reviews books by PauL Allies and Oiivier
Duhamel.
In Decernber, Legal Writing Fellow
Angela Caputo Griswold made a presenta-
rion at the New England Legal Writing
Consortiurn, Tèaching and Tèchnology
Conference at Harvard Law School. Hel
year and Tiial Practice in the spring.
She also is eager to pursue the schola¡-
ship opportunities offered in her new job.
"Like many lawyers, I've always been
frustrated that the demands of a legal prac-
tice make it nearly impossible to do scholar-
ly writing, so I'm pleased to have the
chance to delve deeper into the areas that
interest me." Her research topics are sure to
include disabiliry law, with an emphasis on
mental health.
The subject of dlsability rights has been
a constant in her career. As a paralegal, she
had numerous deaf clients and was struck
by how difficult it was for them to deal
with legal problems. She studied sign lan-
guage and immersed herself in the local
deaf community. That interest continued
in Law School, where a Maine Inw Reqtiew
article she wrote-on the right of deaf
criminal defendants to have interpreters at
trial-won rhe 1994 national Scribes Law
Review Competition as the top student.
written piece.
Part of Professor Smith's diverse nine-
year practice at Drummond \Øoodsum ôr
MacMahon included not only representing
people with disabilities, but also counseling
23
topic was "Teaching Effectively with
Presentation Tèchnology."
Professor Nancy
Wanderer, Dilector of the
Law School's legal writing
prograrn, served as Editor
ancl guiding spirit of
"(Jnifonn Maine Citations,"
published in March by the
Maine Law Reuiew, an important resource
for Maine's bench and bar.
Pro{essor Donald
Zillman served as principal
editor for the book Energy
Secuntl: MmagpngRisk in a
Dytrunic Legal erLd
Regulntory Enuir ontnent. He
also co-aurhored three
chapters, including one written with lecent
graduate Michael Bigos '03. (See related
arncle on page 4.)
schools, businesses, and other entities about
compliance with disability access laws. She
also had a varied civil litigation practice in
which she represented schools, businesses,
and individuals in court and alternative dis-
pute resolution settings.
"\(/e're thrilled to have Deirdre Smith
on board," offers Dean Colleen Khoury.
"She's an experienced practitioner, she's
highly respected in the legal community,
she's got a great background in legal ser-
vices, and she was a star student at Maine
Law. She's a wonderful addition to our
faculty."
The job was offe¡ed after an extensive
national search. Dean Khoury notes with
some irony "after all of that, we found
someone perfect for the position right in
our own backyard."
For Professor Smith, the chance to
retum directly to what first captivated her
interest in the law-and all of the other
aspects of the Clinic directorb job--were
too appealing to pass up, despite an
extremely satisfying career at her firm.
She says she plans to stay active in the
broader legal community. She is a Founders
Committee Member for Pine Tiee Legal
Assistance Kids Legal Aid Project, and
serves on Gov. John Baldacci's Judicial
Selection Committee and the American
Bar Association Commission on Mental
and Physical Disability Law. In remaining
free time, she enjoys spending time with her
partner, Mark, cycling, practicing yoga, and
learning to garden and cook.
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Pnofesson llavid P" Gluchey
Since 1979, DavidP. Cluchey has mught
Antitrust, Bøslness Associations, Economic
Regulntion, International'Ilaàe Law, cmd
other courses. He serued as Associate Dean
from 1987 - 199 1 and from J anuary 2000-
May 2004. He is the co-author of the tlwee.
uolnme, Maine Criminal Practice, cmdhas
written on international traÅe regulation,
antitrust, and health care lnw.
Q *n", brought you to Maine?
A *n,t. finishing law schooi in Boston
i¡1973,1was looking ro move to a smaller
city with a good quality of life-and one
that had a law school. I êlt rhat a law
school would enhance the professional life
of a lawyer in the community. I was offered
an interesting professional opportunity
with a firm that practiced admiralty law in
Portland and found the location very much
to my iiking. I srayed with the firm for
three years and left to help create an
Antitrusr Division in the Maine Attomey
Generalt Office. I prosecuted antitrust
cases for two years and spent a third year in
the Criminal Division, prosecuring homi-
cide cases.
Q tny did you switch from law prac-
tice to teaching?
A tr-, 1978, the then-Acting Dean of the
Law School Kinvin W¡oth asked me to
teach Antitrust Law on an adjunct basis. I
was surprised at how much I enjoyed teach.
ing, and the next year the Law School had
an opening for a full-time visitor and asked
if I'd be interested. That first year, 1979-
1980, I worked harder than I thought possi-
ble, but again found it very satisf ing. In
the course of the year, a tenure-track posi.
tion opened up.
Q *ntf" you were a law student, did
you suspect you'd wind up teaching law?
A t.. I was very inrenr on pracrícing
law when I left law school. I had participat-
ed in the first clinical cou¡se offered at
Harvard and couldn't wait to begin work.
ing with clients on my own. I had known I
was going to become a lawyer when I was
in my teens and I had never considered the
possibility of teaching.
Q tfr", do you rhink eventually got
you hooked on teaching law?
A ,rorn my first teaching experience, I
found teaching challenging and very stimu-
lating. As a young teacheq the challenge of
absorbing the substantive law and engaging
students in an exchange was a bit over.
whelming, but so satisfying when it worked
well. Also, coming from an acrive litigation
practice, I couldn't believe the freedom I
was given to explore the law-a luxury I
had nor often had in practice.
Q t teaching, what's your primary
area of interest, and why?
A ,'u. always found the relationship
between law and the market economy to
be fascinating. This stems in part from my
early experience in prosecuting antitrust
cases. I've most enjoyed teaching Antitrust
and its flip side, Economic Regulation. It
was a relatively short step from these sub-
jects to the basic course in business organi-
zations, Business Associations. This is
essentially a course in how the instirutions
that drive economic activity in our society
are structured and regulated. As I became
more interested in the structure of the
global economy, I added Intemational
Tiade Law to my package ofcou¡ses.
Q 
"otr'rr" 
had a long,standing interest
in Russia. How did that come about?
A , r", a Russian history major in col-
lege and studied the language in order to
be able to do research in Russian language
materials. After my junior year, I spent the
summer in a Russian language program
run by Indiana University. \Øe signed a
pledge to speak nothing but Russian for 10
weeks and spent five weeks traveling
around the Soviet Union. By the end of
the summer, I could speak Russian and
was hooked on the country and its cul-
ture. In 1970, I returned on my own, dri-
ving and camping through the Ukraine,
Georgia, and Armenia. Since then I've
been back many times. While in law
school, I looked for ways to link my inrer-
ests in Russia and the law. In the summer
after my second year, I took a job with
Graham &. James in San Francisco. They
recruited me on the basis of having some
Russian business. It turned out that they
had one case that settled before I got
there. I spent the summer working on
matters for Japanese clients-not exactly
at the heart of rny interest! I realized there
was not enough economic activity involv.
ing the Soviet Union to justifu trying to
craft a legal career in that a¡ea. Through
the years, I managed to maintain my
Russian language skills, although they did
get a bit rusty. Because of that, and my
interest, I was positioned to get involved
when the Soviet Union broke up in the
early 1990s. ln 1994, I had the opporruni.
ty to go to Moscow on a Fulbright
Fellowship and to lecrure ar rhe Finance
Academy of the Government of the
Russian Federation. I gave lectures in
Russian and English on rhe role of law
ancl legal institutions in a market econo-
my, a subject they were very interested in
at that time.
Q tfr", kinds of things followed?
A ,'rr" acted as a consultanr for the U.S.
Agency for International Development,
mostly on the reform of legal education in
Russia. I've taught and directed an ABA-
accredited summer law program in St.
Petersburg since 1995. I've also been
involved with the Archangel/Maine Rule
of Law Program which brings together
lawyers and judges from Russia and Maine.
Q *t"* have these experiences
enhanced your teaching at Maine Law?
A Otu.r-, my interests in the relarionship
between 1aw and the economy, the oppor-
tunity to observe a society go through the
process of developing institutions-for
example, a banking system, that we in this
z4
country take fol granted-is fascinating. I
believe that being present and generally
nronitolir-rg what is happening in Russia
has deepened my understanding of the
strengths ancl weaknesses of our own insti-
tlrtions. It's also given me significant oppor.
tunities to make comparative law points in
rhe classroorn that I hope have added to
the students'understanding ofhow law and
the economy interrelate. The connection
also has led to two gloups of Russian law
professors sper-rding time at Maine Law,
visiting classes and meeting and talking
with students ancl faculty. The most recent
group was here in April.
job I could irnagine. It's intellectually stirn-
ulating and c1-raller-rging, evelr after all of
these years. \7e have a real sense of com-
munity at this Law School, something for
which I credit our last three deans. They've
been cornmittecl and hardworking, but
nìost important, they've been good people.
We've been blessed with some very able
leadership at Maine Law and that has
helped rnake it an exceptional place to
spend my career.
much tirne as I can on the water during a
short sailing season. Mel Zarr is rny regular
sailing companion. I also enjoy biking,
have two dogs and four children-two sons
and two dar-rghters. My daughter, Deborah
Cluchey, spent her last semester in law
school at Maine Law.
Q Wnutt kept you at Maine Law for Q *nu, are your interests outside of
26 yearcl work?
A , b"lr"u" that, for me, I have the best A ,'rrr a dedicated sailor and spend as
Professor Jtdy Potter Retires
M ike Mullane was a bit wor-ried when he came to
Maine in 1987 ro succeed
Professor Judy R. Potte¡ as
Director of the Law School's
Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic.
He knew that she would be
staying involved as his colieague
in the Clinic and wasn't sure
how she'd feel about him taking
over.
"l was concemed that it
would be difficult because the
Clinic had been her professional
baby. She had raised it fo¡ 15
years and established it as a very solid, well-respected pro-
gram nationally," says Mullane, who now heads the
University of Arkansas School of Law Legal Clinic. "But, in
fact, it never was difficult at all. Judy was so gracious. She
never criticized anything I did but gave me frank advice
when I asked for it. \7hen I came in, she stayed invested in
the Clinic, without ever trying to run it. She made me look
good."
Professor Mullane says he could offer plenty of examples
that illustrate the character of Professor Potter-who has
retired after 37 years with the Law School-but feels one in
particular shows it best.
"Early on in my time in the Clinic, we had a student who
was just absolutely clueless and ultimately flunked, and
deservedly so," he recalls. "Because of that, this student could
not graduate. And the Admissions Committee said it did not
think this person was cut out to practice la'u/.
"But Judy went to bat for this student, lobbying the com-
mittee and saying she thought the student deserved a chance
and that she would personally
be responsible for the student.
Judy devoted a huge amount of
time to this person. And this
student did not merely get a
clue, but became very compe-
tent. This student is now a truly
dedicated, well-respected mem-
ber of ttre Bar and certainly
would not be doing the impor-
tant work they're doing now if
not for Judy Potter."\ü/hen Professor Martin A.
Rogoffcame ro Maine Law in
1972, rhe same year as Professor
Potter, the Law School was still building a reputation.
"It was not really established as a well-respected law
school at that point," offers Professor Rogoff. He gives
Professor Potter much of the credit for helping to tum that
around.
'Judy Potter built an outstanding clinical program,"
Professor Rogoff says. "That, and the way she organized the
Clinic and the way her students perfotmed were a big reason
for the Law School gaining respect and credibiliry in the
community and nationally. And that didn't come very easily.
She's been a real backbone to the whole Clinic program, and
was one of the principal people responsible for establishing
the school as we know it today."
Judy Potter came to Maine 32 years ago with her hus-
band, who wanted to retum to his home state. She happened
to run into Cushman Anthony, a forme¡ colleague who was
running the Legal Aid Clinic, and he recruited her to Maine
Law.
That "great idea" turned into a career, in which she
Continued on þage 26
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taught T¡ial Practice, Negotiation, lnterviewing &.
Counseling, Family Law, and Evidence.
Professor Potter says she is most proud, though, of her
work in the Clinic, which was one of the first in the country
with tenure-track faculty. The Clinic became a model for the
country, due in large part, she says, to the wide caseload stu-
dents took on, and because of "the amazing vision" and sup.
port from then-Dean, now Dean Emeritus Edward S.
Godfrey.
That support was greatly appreciated at a time when, as
Maine Law's first woman faculry member, she did not "get a
lot of sympathy" while trying to balance work and a home
with a husband and two young daughters.
Sex discrimination was so common in the early'70s, and
"all women at that time were dealing with it," she says, not-
ing that she had difficulty flnding a position as an arromey in
Portland when she first came to Maine,
despite having successfully dealt with
multimillion-dollar cases while practicing
in \ü/ashington, D.C. "ThanKully, rhat
situation has improved over the years."
Because of her accomplishments with
the Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic,
Professor Potter became the first woman
chairperson of the American Association
of Law Schools' Clinical Section, and the
Clinic eamed the prestigious Emil
Gumpert award in the mid '70s as one of
the nation's best clinical programs.
"She did a dam good job with the
Clinic, and I considered the Clinic an important contribu-
tion to the Law School and the state," notes Dean Godfrey.
"Perhaps most memorable for me was the fact that she made
herself available days, nights and weekends, and came in a lot
of odd hours to help srudenrs." He says that dedication
included many long sessions preparing members of the Law
School's Tiial Tèam, which Professor Potter developed and
coached. "The team's success helped give us a national repu.
tation despite being the smallest law school participaring,"
she says. She was honored at this year's Northeast Regional
Tlial Competition by having a trophy named for her that will
go to the best advocate in fr¡ture competitions.
Judy Potter also is the 2004 recipient of the Caroline
Duby Glassman Award from the Maine State Bar
Association l7omen's Law Section-an honor she was "very
proud to receive, as Caroline Glassman is a long standing
friend of mine." The award, named for the first woman to
serve as a Maine Supreme Judicial Court Justice, is given
annually to a woman member of the Maine Bar who has
helped advance women in the profession.
Maine District Courr Judge Peter J. Goranites '73 has
gotten to know Judy Potter in an unusual variety ofsettings.
He was her student in the Clinic, her adversary when both
were practicing attomeys, and for many years he's heard cases
in court that both she and her students have argued. He calls
her a "terrific role model."
"ln the early 1970s, there were not many women attor-
neys, period. And many young women saw her as an impor-
tant figure in their lives, someone who could be open, warm,
and compassionate-and a mother-and try cases very effec.
tively. She has always brought to the table all of the skills
you'd want in a zealous and effective advocate. She's always
been smart, well prepared, and tenacious-but not unreason-
able. She has become a real, prominent, approachable, tal-
ented figure in the family law area and is well-recognized for
that throughout the state."
While working for the Law School, Professor Potter
always maintained a small practice, which she believes
helped her continue to be able to effectively bring together
practice skills and theorv in her classrooms. Knowing that
her students can leave her courses with
"some good idea of how to practice law"
has been the most satisfi/ing part of teach-
ing for her.
In retirement, Professor Potter will
continue teaching Tiial Practice at
Harvard Law School and will co-coach
the Tiial Practice Têam at Franklin
Pierce Law Center in Concord, N.H. She
plans to increase her caseload from about
10 to 15 and will continue mentoring a
group of recent women graduates.
Professor Potter also plans to increase
her involvement with the
Archangel/Maine Rule of Law Program. Through this U.S.
Agency for Intemational Development (USAID)-funded
program, she heþd to establish Russia's second legal aid
clinic, and she plans to spend more time now teaching law
students in Russia as well. !7ith the help of a tutor, she is
improving her Russian skills.
And, Professor Potter says, she'll enjoy having more rime
with her daughters, ages 28 and 32, and her three grandchil-
dren.
Professor Potter says she hopes she is remembered at
Maine Law mainly as a "good teacher ... as somebody stu-
dents could call to ask a question."
Professor Mullane plans to continue doing just that with
the woman he calls "the best professional friend and mentor"
he's ever had.
"To this day, if I have a problem, I'm likely to call Judy for
advice. She taught me an awful lot-about trying a case,
especially criminal cases. She taught me how to be a good
supervisor and director in the Clinic, and because we co.
taught Tiial Advocacy, she taught me how to be a good class-
room teacher. In every aspect ofmy career, she's been a posi-
tive influence. I owe her a tremendous debt. Most of my suc-
cess is due to what I leamed from Judy."
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LiPing'00
I i Ping '00 has been work-
Li.,g fot the Rural
Development Institute as a
staff aftomey and chief of its
Beijing RePresentative Office
since he graduated from
Maine Law four years ago.
Since 1987, the RDI has
worked with policymakers in
China on rural land tenure
issues and reforms. Ping, 50,
shared with Mqine Law infor.
mation about his experiences
working in his home country:
Q Ho* did you become
interested in working for
land rights for farmers in
China?
A *u father, who was bom
in a landless farmer family in
the Henan Province of central
China, joined the Chinese Communist
Party when he was 16 in the early 1940s
simply because the parry's recruiting officers
promised to give his family a piece of farm-
land upon the success of the revolution. At
that time, he knew nothing about
Communism or Karl Marx or the
Communist Manifesto. What he did know,
though, was that he would be able to farm
on his land when the Communists took
power. Although the Chinese Communist
Party did fulfill its promise when it took
power in L949 by confiscating land from
landlords and allocating it to hundreds of
millions of landless Chinese farmers under
the land reform program of"land to the
tiller," it soon took the land back and col-
lectivized China's agriculture. Chinese
farmers once again became landless in the
mid-1950s and were forced to work as
members of collective farms. At age 17 ,I
became such a collective farmer. Under this
system, we were paid by the time we spent
on the land. There were few incentives for
working hard, and most, if not all, Chinese
farmers were simply leaning on the hoe
while in the field. Since farmers did not
have any property right to the land they
farmed, they did not care about land protec-
tion and improvement. An inevitable result
was a universal poverry among Chinese
farmers, including myself. I lived in a
remote village, making about 4 cents a day.
The hardships sustained by villagers around
me left a huge footprint on my life path.
Li Ping '00 with f ormer President Jimml Carter at a di¡uter in February at
th¿ U.S. Embassy inBeijing. Pingwas one of tltree exper* whobríefed
Carter on development of China's rwal lønd terune ref orms,
three times a year. An irrevocable regret is
that I never tasted Maine's summer,
although I had spent three years there!
Q *t, Maine Law?
A tn", was a coincidence. My neighbor
in Seattle, Täng Yilin '90, was a graduate.
He recommended the Maine Law School
to me,
Q t" you went back to RDI as soon
as you earned your degree?
A ,rr.r, before my graduation, RDI had
decided to establish a Beijing office. Soon
after commencement, I headed for Beijing
and have worked and lived in China since
then.
Q Ho* do you like the job?
A U.r1rr,, is a wonderful, dynamic ciry.
The food is great, and cultural activities
are abundant. And I like fieldwork even
more. I have been able to see the other
side of China's rapid development, togeth-
er with beautiful country.
0
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What are the biggest challenges
rewards in your work?
A O,r, goal in China is to reduce pover-
ry sustained by 800 million farmers through
securing their property rights to land.
China's land reforms initiated in the late
1970s decollectivized China's agriculture by
granting to farmers individual rights to land
and creating more than 200 million private
farms. However, violations of such rights by
local officials and collective cadres are still
rampant. The biggest challenge is to fully
and effectively implement farmers' 3O-year
use rights to land granted by the central
govemment through its economic reforms.
Implementation is not easy at all in a coun,
try where rule of law is yet to be established
and any implementation of the central
govemment's agenda has been traditionally
dependent on local administrative efforts.
Q er" you seeing good results?
A Ou", the past four years, I have wit.
nessed, and personally participated in, the
process of developing a legal framework
goveming farmers' land rights and
improvement of farmers' confidence about
Contír'ued on Pøge 28
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So what did you do to get involved
the reform efforts?
A *fr.., Roy Prosterman, a University
of Washington Law School professor and
president of RDI (who was twice nominat,
ed for Nobel Peace Prize) conducted his
first round of rural fieldwork in China in
1987, I fortunately was selected as his
interpreter. I leamed how rule of law could
make a difference with respect to poverry
reduction and agricultural growth. At that
time, China was in the initial stage of
decollectivization, which had already dra-
matically raised farmers' living standards.
Later, I went to Seattle to pursue a master's
degree in public administration, and con-
tinued to work for RDI in China off and
on while in school and after graduation. In
1994,I became a full-time employee,
responsible for RDI's China Program.
R How did you decide to leave thatgo to law school?
A *nn the expansion of the scope of
our work in China and getting into more
complicated legal issues conceming farm-
ers' land rights, I felt an inadequacy of my
knowledge and ability to analyze these
legal issues, and decided rc obtain a formal
legal training. Whlle in law school, I con.
tinued work in China and flew back and
forth between Portland and China at least
77
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their continuing farrning on the same
piece of land, which is really rewarding. A
17-province survey conducted by us in
2001 indicated that more than 40 percent
of Chinese farrner households-which
translates into 80 rnillion fanner house-
holds nationwide-have possessed secure
land rights. In7007, China's National
People's Congress passed the landmark
Ruml Land Contracting Law, which has
adopted many of our recommendations.
All these developments are, to sorte
extent, recognition of our work in China.
.r-\
L,l What's vour work like day to dayl(-=
A Cord.,.ting fieldwork in rural China
is a mixture of hardships and even physical
sufferings as well as a lot of fun. Since
1987, I have personally interviewed over
1,000 farmers in more than 20 provinces
throughout China. Eating instant noodles
for lunch with a "begged" bowl of hot
water frorn an out-of-the-way restaurant is
common, as is being accompanied by hum.
rning flies overhead. Often, the quality of
country road is so bad that the vehicle I
hire for fieldwork can drive at a maximutn
of 10 kilometers per hour. In 1997, just
months before I went to Maine, my retina
detached after an extremely bumpy ride in
the mountainous Guizhou Province.
Because of the poor surgery techniques and
out.of-date medical facilities, I was in a
hospital bed fot almost a month. But talk-
ing to farrners is always a happy experi-
ence. One day I was in a minority nation-
ality viilage and came across a group of
farmers who warmly welcomed me as one
of their own with freshly made rice wine.
Acceptance of their drinking offe¡ would
be regarded as a gesture offriendship.
Although I was allergic to such stuff, I felt
it hard to resist farmers' hospitality and the
sweet taste of the farmers' delicacy, So, our
interview proceeded, with numerous
"cheers" l
Q O. you know how long you'll stay
in China?
A t, depends on when a majority of
Chinese farmers enjoy secure land rights.
Because RDI is an institute promoting
tenure security for farmers throughout the
world, I believe I wiil be sent to another
country when we achieve our goals in
China.
Q O" you still have family in China?
A *, wife ancl 7-year-old.daughter live
with me in Beijing. My patents live in the
Sichuan Province, in the southwest part of
China.
Q *n", do you do when you're not
working?
A nU, with my daughter, who is so
active and eager to learn that I have to
constantly invent creative ways to accom'
modate her needs. China is a country with
4,000 years of civilization, and a lot of cul.
tural wonclers are located around Beijing. I
love to visit all kinds of rnuseums when I
am not in the office.
Q O" you feel satisfied with how
you're using your Maine Law degree?
Å
.Él V.'1 rnuch so. Because one of my pri-
mary tasks is to advise legislators and policy
designers on drafting and revising laws and
policy direcrives related to rural land, I sirn-
ply could no[ imagine the achievements
I've made without training at Maine Law.
Although I graduated four years ago, I am
still benefiting from "continuing education"
kindly offered by Professor (Orlando)
Delogu, from whom I often seek intellectual
assistance conceming lancl and land dghts.
Peten Mcl(enney'Tl hononed ty ilumni lssociati0n
Peter McKenney'77, pictured with his wife Susan and daughter Katherine, was rec'
ognized by the Maine Law Alumni Association with its Distinguished Service Award.
The presentation was made at the Association's Annual Dinner held in March in
Falmouth. A surprise for McKenney that evening was the anival of Katherine, who
works in London and flew to Maine for the event. McKenney was honored for his work
in establishing the Law School's new Foundation of which he currently serves as
President. Just several years old, the Foundation already has over $1 million under
investment and another $1 million in pledges. McKenney has served as president and
treasurer of the Alumni Association and sits on the Law School's Boa¡d of Visitors.
Using both his law degree and accounting background, he serves as Chief Operating
Officer for Stroudwater Associates, a healthcare consulting organization. Prior to work-
ing for Stroudwater, he was a parrner with the accounting firm of Peat Marwick.
Recent Distinguished Award recipients include Maine Supreme Court Chief
Justice Leigh Saufley '80, former Maine Gov. John McKernan '74, artd District
Court Judge Keith A. Powers '73.
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Beth lloþ$on'80
Beth Dobson '80 has done an
admirable job over the years with some-
thing so many working parents contend
with: keeping life in balance.
"l always wanted to both work and be a
rnotheq and told myself I would just make
it work," says Dobson, a partner with
Verrill Dana, LLB in Portland. "I made
that decision and didn't look back."
!Øhlch isn't to say it's been simple jug-
gling a career, family life, and cornmunity
activities.
During law school, Dobson enjoyed the
political and public policy arenas, under
"terrific mentors": Steve'l7essler in the
Attomey General's Office civil rights and
antitrust division, and Paula Silsby '76
and George J. Mitchell in the U.S.
Attorney's Office.
After graduating from Maine Law cøm
lnuÅe ¡n 1980, Dobson joined Verrill Dana,
where she had worked during her second
summer of law school. She became a lobby-
ist, inheriting clients like Blue Cross-Blue
Shield and the Maine Association of
Communiry Banks from John R.
McKernan '74 when he ran for Congress.
For 12 years-Dobson notes the typical
bumout rate in the job is about six to eight
years-she dealt largely with often.complex
health care and banking issues.
During this stretch, Dobson married
Paul E Driscoll '81 and they managed to
plan their three children-now ages 18, 16
and l4-around Maine legislative sessions.
They shared responsibilities and had help
from a live-in nanny.
Coordinating a farnily's needs and work
demands grew much more complicated
when they leamed that their middle child,
Robert, had autism. Diagnosing the prob-
lem, taking trips to specialists in Boston,
and the emotional impact took a toll.
With time, those concems-as well as
parenting daughters Elaine and
Katherine----combined with other issues led
Dobson to consider a change. The com-
mute to Augusta was becoming more wear-
ing, political subjects were starting to repeal
themselves, and Dobson's hourly rate had
grown too expensive for many lobbying
clients. In the early'90s, Dobson withdrew
from the legislative practice but continued
to advise banking, insurance, and health-
care clients on complex compliance mat-
ters,
Practicing law with Verrill Dana has
been intellectually stimulating and person-
ally rewarding, says Dobson. She's been
fortunate to work with many Maine-based,
community-serving institutions as well as
large national and intemational compa-
nies. Her legal experiences have been
diverse-from domestic cases for the
Volunteer Lawyers Project early in her
career, to advising on a bank branch acqui-
sition that doubled the size of a bank, to
frantic calls from health-care clients in the
rniddle of the night that involved complex
questions of whether to withhold or con-
tinue life-saving care.
Throughout her career, Dobson has
been grateful to her firm for allowing her
to work what she calls "part-time hours for
a lawyer"-away from home from about 8
79
a.m. to 6 p.m. That flexibility, a husband
who has been "100 percent there for
everything," and the firm's support of her
charitable, civic, and community activities
have been keys to Dobson's success in
achieving balance in her life.
She has maintained strong ties to the
Law School, now serving on the Board of
Visitors and Law School Foundation Boarcl
and on the Campaign Cabinet for the
Capital Campaign. This yea¡ Dobson
received the Women's Law Association
Alumna of the Year Award. She has also
been.recognized as one of the "best lawyers
in the U.S." by her peers.
Dobson serves on the Boards of the
Cumberland Bar Association, VNA Home
Health Care and Hospice, and Cheverus
High School. She also served on the Board
of the Maine Bar Foundation.
An American Red Cross blood donor
since age 17, she now is a regular platelet
donor and actively recruits others-includ.
ing her husband and oldest daughter-to
consider "giving the gift of life."
\Øhile she is "from away," Dobson says
the practice of law and the state have been
very good to her-and have given her the
opportunity to do good, as well. Dobson
reminds herself of this daily with a note
taped to her refrigerator door alongside the
many photos of her children, friends, and
nieces and nephews. The note reads: "Of
those to whom much is given, much is
expected."
N ew members of the Alumni Association Bomd of Dírecørs , Susan Schultz ' 89 (from I ø r) , Attne
O' Donouan'9 1, and Miles Archer' 00.
Ghanging of the Êuanü
íFIüI
Cløss Agent Henry N. Berry III
CLøss \sent RíchørdW. Elliot
Rendle Jones was honored as
Townsperson of the Year by the Camden-
Rockport-Lincolnville Chamber of
Commerce in December 2003 for his com-
munity and civic work in Camden for more
than 30 years. He is a partner at Harmon,
Jones, Sanford & Elliot, LLP in Camden
and a member of the Board of Directors of
the University of Maine School of Law
Foundation.
Class Agent Craíg H, Nelson
cnels on@ dnyl enels on. c om
Cløss Agent Kenneth E. Snítger
ksnitger@møine.rr. com
Ronald J. Cullenberg has joined the
Board of Directors of the Maine Law
Alumni Association. He operates his own
law firm in Farmington.
James Grasso is living in Las Vegas,
Nev. He is Vice President and \X/estem
Regional Agency Manager for Fidelity
National Tïtle Insurance Company.
The Maine State Bar Association has
recognized Thomas Berry for his pro bono
contributions. B..ry lives in Boothbay
Harbor.
Phyllis Givertz has become "Of
Counsel" to the Portland firm of Givertz,
Hambley, Scheffee & Lavoie.
Clarke Hambley was recognized at the
Maine State Bar Association's annual
meeting for his pro bono work. He is a
member of the Portland firm of Givertz,
Hambley, Scheffe & Lavoie.
Allison Morrill has started a research
and consulting firm, Capacities, which is
now operating in Maine and
Massachusetts. The firm specializes in
health promotion interventions. Most
recently, Morrill has prepared a documen-
tary exhibit about ex-offenders living with
HIV and their experience with the
Tiansitional Invention Project.
Maine District Court Judge Joseph
Field of West Bath, a district court judge,
has been appointed by the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court as chair of the Court
Appointed Special Advocate Advisory
Panel.
Paula Silsby, United States Attomey
for the District of Maine, received the L.
Kinvin !Øroth Distinguished Alumni
Award at the 2004 Maine Law graduation
ceremony in May. Given by the Law
Scho.ol's faculty, the award recognizes a
Law School graduate who has achieved dis-
tinction in the law, helped to advance the
goals of the Law School, and who has con-
tributed to the communiry, the State of
Maine, or to the nation. The Award recog-
nizes Silsby's years of service on the
Alumni Board and as a member of the
Campaign Cabinet, as well as her distin-
guished career at the U.S. Attomey's
Office.
Stephen Hayes has been recognized by
the Maine State Bar Association for his pro
bono representation, Hayes practices law in
Augusta.
Law Publishers, Inc, honored Stephen
Hessert with its first annual Person of the
Year Award. The award recognizes Hessert's
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I re you looking for a long lost classmate? Do you want to refer
ll".ii.n, to u fË[o.' Lawbchool graduate? Do you want some
advice from another attomey in your field? You soon will be able
to answer all of these questioru by logging on to the new Alumni
Association !Øeb site.
To be launched in the fall, the \Øeb site is being shaped by
alums, for alums.
The site will include a place for alumni/ae to post personal
profiles and pictures. It also will serve professional purposes, such
as providing links to online resources. In addition, users will have
the opportunity to devise message groups based on class year, spe-
cialty or interest in a specific subject.
Maine Law alumnþe also will be able to take advantage of
several career development features, such as designing online busi-
ness cards, résumés, or job listings. Another benefit users will have
the opportunity'to network by region, class, or legal specialty.
This information will not be open to the public, but limited
only to Maine Law alumni/ae, faculty, staff, and students. Each
individual will be able to choose what items he or she wants to
share; initially, only business contact information will be shown.
Another convenient feature will allow users to make donations
online and register for such events as the Annual Dinneq Road
Race, and class reunions.
The Law School's Alumni Relations &. Development Office
hopes to have the online community up and running within the
next couple of months. Every alum, faculry member, and current
student will need a verification number to log on initially. You
St"yttrg Connected:
The Alurnni Association's
New Online Community
can find your verification number on
the address label on the back of this r
issue of Mainelnw. Also, be sure
both your e-mail and mailing 
-addresses stay current with the
Alumni Office. Please send your
updated information to:
lawalumni@usm.maine.edu.
)
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conffibutions to v/orkers' compensation
law. Hessert is a partner with Norman,
Hanson & Detroy LLC in Portland.
Class Agent John R. Bass II
jbass@thomPort.com
Eleanor M. Baker has been named
Managing Principal at the accounting firm
of Bake¡ Newman &. Noyes in Portland.
James Bushell has been recognized by
the Maine State Bar Association for his pro
bono contributions. Bushell practices in
Portland.
Michael Haenn of Bangor was recog-
nized at the Maine State Bar Association's
annual meeting for his pro bono work.
Karen B. Lovell of Saco has been
appointed by the Maine Supreme Court to
a one-year term as chair of the state Board
of Overseers of the Bar. She is a sharehold-
er at Bemstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson in
Portland.
Charles E. Miller, of the Portland firm
Bemstein, Shur, Sawyer &. Nelson, has
been named Managing Shareholder.
Cløss Agent Andrew J. Bernstein
ab er ns t ein@ di s ability rms, c om
Neale A. Duffett of Portland has been
reappointed by the Maine Supreme Judicial
Cou¡t to its Advisory Committee on Rules
of Criminal Procedure. He is a partner in
the firm of Cloutier, Bemier, Cloutier and
Conley, where he specializes in criminal
defense.
Mary M.L.H. Flint has been recog-
nized for her extensive pro bono work by
the Maine State Bar Association. She lives
in Farmington.
Gary A. Gegenheimer is enjoying suc-
cess in the Barents Group at the consulting
fi¡m of BearingPoint, Inc., in'l7ashington,
D.C. He has co-aurhored "Consolidated
Supervision of Banking Groups in the
Former Soviet Republics," an article pub.
lished in the Annual Reuiew of Banking and
FinancialLaw, Vohnne 23 (ZOO4). Says
Gary: "My group's work focuses on intema-
tional financial sector development pro-
jects undertaken by the U.S. Agency for
Intemational Development, the !7orld
Bank, and the Asian Development Bank.
The article is based on our experiences as
legal and policy advisors to central banks
and bank supervisory agencies in the for-
mer Soviet Union since 1995."
Robert J. Keach of Falmouth has been
elected to the board ofdirectors ofthe
American Board of Certification, a nation-
al attomey certification board sponsored by
the American Bankruptcy Institute and the
Commercial Law League of America. He is
a senior shareholder at Bemstein, Shur,
Sawyer & Nelson in Pordand.
Roberta Ouellette is employed as
Assistant Attomey General at the North
Carolina Department of Justice and lives in
Raleigh.
Closs Agent Ldwrence J, Mullen
bnullen@waÅøckløw.cmn
Anthony K. Ferguson of Lewiston has
been appointed by the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court to its Advisory Committee
on Rules of Criminal Procedure. He is a
member of Fales & Fales P.4., concentrat-
ing on personal injury law and criminal
defense.
Heidi Osborn of Gorham was awarded
a 2003 Pro Bono Award from the
Volunteer Lawyers Project.
Class Agent Thotnas E. Powers
tþ ow er s@fidelíty tico. corn
Anne Jordan received an award from
the Maine Department of Agriculture in
recognition of her legal work in a case
involving what is believed to be the largest
seizure ever of abused animals and birds
from a home in Maine. Jordan is a partner
at Norman, Hanson & DeTioy in Portland.
Cløss Agent Kenneth Altshuler
kpa@møine.rr.con
The American Academy of
Matrimonial Lawyers awarded Kenneth
Altshuler of Portland an achievement
3t
award for his work on the Academy's
Institute for Family Law Associates. He was
one of only six recipients of the award.
David Beneman has been recognized
by the Maine State Bar Association for his
extensive pro bono work. He is a partner
with Levenson Vickerson &. Beneman in
Portland.
David Silk, who practices in Portland
at the firm of Curtis, Thaxter, Stevens,
Broder &" Micoleau, has been appointed to
serve on the City of Portland Planning
Board for a three-year term. Silk was a
member of the Board of Assessment
Review in Portland and vacated that post
in order to serve on the Planning Board.
Class Agent James B, HsÅÅaw
jhaÅdow@ p etr uc c ellimo¡ tín, c om
Meris J. Bickford has been elected
President of the Maine State Bar
Association. She is the Assistant Vice
President for Merrill Me¡chants Bank in
Bangor.
James B. Haddow was recognized at
the Maine State Bar Association's annual
meeting for his pro bono work. He prac-
tices law in Portland and is the past presi-
dent of the Law Alumni Association.
CLøss Agent Margmet Cushíng l-quoie
løqt oí e@møín ef amiþløwy er. c om
The South Portland law firm
Ainsworth, Thelin, Chamberlain &
Raftice, P.A. recently added 1987 Maine
Law graduate David P. Chamberlain and
1992 Maine Law graduate Robert M.
Raftice, Jr. to its name after both became
officers and directors of the firm.
Jeffrey Nathanson of Scarborough is
the new Director of Investor Relations and
Corporate Communications for Banknorth
Group, Inc.
CLøss Agent Ryan S. Stírmeford
r s tinne f @møíne. r r, c orn
Stephen Bither, who practices law in
Portland, has been appointed to serve on
the City of Portland Planning Board for a
three-year term.
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StuÅent Bm Association President Andre Duchette withMaine Attomey General G . Steuen Rowe'87 , who sÞoke ot the
Lut SchooL onMarch 30 on the issue of domestic violence, as pmt of theMuskíe Public Forum, co-sþonsoredby the SBA
In March, Robert "Buddy" Murray
was appointed to the Maine District Court
by Cov. John Baldacci.
The National Elder Law Foundation
cefiified Patricia Nelson-Reade in elder
law. Patricia has practiced elder law for 15
years.
Timothy Norton, Vice President of
the University of Maine Law Alurnni
Association's Board of Directors, is chair of
the 2004-05 Annual Fund.
Norman Tiask's extensive pro bono
work was recognized by the Maine State
Bar Association at the MSBAs annual
meeting.
Class Agent Míchael K, Martín
mmør tín@ þ e tr u c c ellímu tut. c om
Joanne Dugan has joined the faculty
at the University of Colorado School of
Law, in Boulcle¡ as a legal writing profes-
SOT.
Peter W. Evans has joined the
Portland firrn of Givertz, Hambley,
Scheffee & Lavoie, P.A. where he prac-
tices family, civil, and criminal iaw.
Michael K. Martin is the new treasllr-
er of the University of Maine Law Alumni
Association. Martin is a partner with the
Portland firm of Petruccelli, Martin &
Haddow.
Susan M. Schultz has joined the
Board of Directors of the University of
Maine Law Alumni Association. She lives
in Portland with he¡ husband, Frederick
\ü/. Kraekel lV and their daughter, Dylan
Faith Kraekel, who was bom in January
29,2003.
Donald J. Sipe, of the law firm of Preti
Flaheny in Portland, was elected
Chairman of the New England Power Pool
in December 2003.
Cløss Agent M, Thomasine Burke
tb urke@b r ow nb urkeløw. c om
M. Thomasine Burke, new President
of the University of Maine Law Alumni
Association's Board of Directors, conclud-
ed her year as Chair of the 2003-04
Annual Fund.
Joyce Leary Clark and her husband
Ed celebrated the birth of their second
child, Henry Otis Clark, on April 19.
Clark is back in private pracrice ¡n
Scarborough.
John D. Devine has rejoined the law
firm of Verrill Dana in Portland as "Of
Counsel."
Russell Goldsmith was recognized at
the Maine State Bar Association's annual
meeting for his pro bono work. He prac-
tices law in York.
Michael R. Murphy is employed at
AIG Life Brokerage in Milwaukee,'Wisc.,
as Vice President of Marketing Support.
Rob Reusch has joined the Board of
Directors of the Portland Partnership Inc.
He is a partner at Verrill Dana in Pordand
11JL
Class Agent Anne E. O'Donouan
aeod@maine.rr.com
Anne E. O'Donovan has joined the
Board of Directors of the University of
Maine Law Alumni Association.
O'Donovan is a partner with the Portland
firrn of S7akelin, Hallock & O'Donovan,
LLP.
CLøss Agent Thomas Ç, Diebold
tdiebold@yahoo.com
Elizabeth Eddy Griffin has joined the
Board of Directors of the University of
Maine Law Alumni Association. She spe-
cializes in defending workers' colnpensa-
tion claims at the Portiand firm of Pierce
Atwood.
Thomas C,Hazzard marriecl his wife,
Kathryn, last August.
Adrian P. Kendall and his wife,
Rebecca, announce the birth of their sec-
ond son, Kurt F¡itz Kendall.
William J. Schneider of Durham has
been reappointed to the Board of
Overseers of the Ba¡ by the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court. He has been an
Assistant U.S. Attomey since 2002.
Joshua Tärdy is seeking re-election to
the Maine House of Representatives. He
represents District 25, which includes a
portion of Corinth, Exeter, Corinna,
Newport, and Plymouth, Tärdy is a partner
in the law firm of lrwin, Tärdy &. Morris.
Class Agent Cqrlos A, Diøz
c arlo s . diaz@ s t øt e.me. u s
David S. Bischoff of Cape Elizabeth
has joined the Portland firm of Friedman
Gaythwaite \7olf & Leavitt as an associ-
ate.
Linda (Rossignol) Ramsden
announces the birth of her third child,
Jack. Linda writes that Jack "is smothered
daily with love and affection by big sisters
Emma (6) and Alex (4). I continue to bal-
ance mothering with lawyering, and still
represent criminal defendants on appeal
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for the Committee for Public Counsel
Services in Boston."
Deirdre M. Smith's extensive pro
bono work was recognized by the Maine
State Bar Association at the MSBAs
annual meeting. She joined the Maine
Law faculty as Associate Professor and
Director of the Cumberland Legal Aid
Clinic. (See related cvticle on þage 22.)
Noah D. Wuesthoff has joined the
law firm of Norman, Hanson &- Detroy,
LLC in Portland as an associate attomey,
His main areas of practice are medical mal-
practice and insurance defense.
John Gause has joined Disability
Rights Center in Augusta as a staff attor-
ney'
Mary Alice Johnson is employed at the
U.S. General Services Administration in
\X/ashingron, D.C., as a Public Affairs
Specialist.
Erik Heels was featured in a major
story in the November 2003 issue of ABA
JownaL The story details his roller coaster
ride through the Intemet start-up boom of
the late 1990s and the rewards and chal-
lenges of establishing his own intellectual
property firm in Boston.
A. Statton Hammock, Jr., has accept-
ed a position at LCC Intemational as
Associate General Counsel. LCCI is a
publicly traded wireless technology compa-
ny with its headquarters in Mclean, Va.
William S. Norbert of Portland has
joined the Disability Rights Center of
Maine as a staff attomey. Until recently,
he was the executive director of the Maine
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers,
Cløss Agent Michøel R. Bosse
mbosse@bssn.corn
Clcss Agent Daniel J. }i4itchell
dmitchell@bssn.cotn
Closs Agent Ron Schneider
rschneider@bssn.com
Richard D. Bayer of Falmouth has
joined the law firm of Robinson, Kriger &
McCallum in Portland as an associate
attomey. His main areas of practice are
workers' compensation and social security
appeals.
Teresa M. Cloutier of the Portland
law firm of Lambert Coffin received a
2003 Pro Bono Award from the Maine
Volunteer Lawyers Project.
James Dunleavy married Julieanne
Potter on November 29,2003.
Jomes Dtmleauy '96 andhis wife Julieonne on their
wedding døy.
Marianna M. Fenton of Cumberland
has joined the law firm of Robinson,
Kriger &, McCallum in Portland as an
associate attomey.
Hope Creal Jacobsen has become "Of
Counsel" to the Portland firm of Perkins,
Thompson, Hinckley & Keddy.
Michelle Kane and her husband,
Michael, are pleased to announce the birth
of their second daughter, Molly Grace
Kane, who was bom on April 19.
William (Chip) Mason has joined the
law firm of Gravel &" Shea in Burlington,
Vt., as an associate attomey. His main
areas of practice are Business Formation
and Representation, Financings, and
Mergers and Acquisitions.
Dan Mitchell has become a partner at
Bemstein, Shuq Sawyer &- Nelson.
Mitchell practices in the firm's Portland
office.
Jodi Nofsinger, of rhe Lewiston firm of
Berman & Simmons, is now a partner in
the firm.
Emily Roosevelt and her husband
Peter Foehl are pleased to announce the
birth of their son, Mason Roosevelt Foehl,
who was born October 21,2003.
Catherine C. Miller has joined the
Portland firm of Givertz, Hambley,
Scheffee & Lavoie where she concentrates
on family law.
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Nancy Morin's extensive pro bono
work was recognized by the Maine State
Bar Association at the MSBAs annual
meeting.
T he Manchester U nion LeoÀ,er rccenúy
featured an article on David Scannell,
who continues to find success working for
the mayor of Manchester in his home state
of New Hampshire.
Martin C. Womer has joined the law
firm of Bergen & Parkinson in Kennebunk
as an associate in the estate planning and
probate practice group.
Class Agent Darcie N. McElcrree
dm ci emøc@ ahmní.b ow doin. e du
Class Agent Andrew R. Sørøpas
as dr dþ ds@ c) en illdanø. c om
Aaron Baltes, of the Portland firm of
Norman, Hanson & Detroy, has been
elected to serve on the Board of Govemors
of the Maine State Bar Association.
Mary K. Brown and her husband,
Neil, recently welcomed a new baby
daughter, Madeline.
Louis Flori has joined the firm of
Sanford, Amerling & Associates in the
U.S. Virgin Islands as an associate.
Lisa Morang Leighton and her hus-
band, Chip, recently celebrated the birth
of their son, Matthew.
Matthew S. Raynes, of Eaton Peabody
in Bangor, has been named a shareholder
at the firm. Raynes practices in the firm's
employment relations and benefits practice
group.
Erek Sharp has joined the firm of
Pitney, Hardin, Kipp & Szuch in New
York City as an associate.
Mark Winter recently has retumed to
live in Maine with his family and has
joined the Portland firm of Drummond ô¡.
Drummond. Formerly, '!Øinter practiced in
New York and served on active duty in the
United States Navy. (See related article on
page 9.)
Matthew Dubois has become a partner
at the Portland firm of Vogel &. Dubois
(formerly Vogel & Associates).
Sarah Glynn has been recognized bY
the Maine State Bar Association for her
pro bono service. She practices law in
South Paris.
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Bradford Pattershall, of the Portland
firm of Petruccelli, Martin & Haddow, was
awarded a 2003 Pro Bono Award from the
Maine Volunteer Lawyers Project.
J. Täylor Roark is an associate in the
Corporate Department of the New York
firm of Davis Polk 6¡- \Tardwell. After sev-
eral years in the firm's Tokyo office, he is
now based in London.
Stephanie N. Strouse has become
associated with the Portland firm of
Drummond & Drummond.
John R. Veilleux is serving his 2nd
year as Secretary of the University of
Maine Law Alumni Association's Board of
Directors,
Class Agent Jennifer Archer
jarcher@kr7.com
Class Agent Karen L, Wríght
Miles F. Archer has joined the Board
of Directors of the University of Maine
Law Alumni Association. He is an attor-
ney with UNUMProvident in Portland.
Virgilia (Jill) Whitehead Bryant and
her husband, Shane, announce the birth of
their daughter, Elizabeth Bradford, who was
bom on June 17,7003. Jill is cunently a
tax consultant for PricewaterhouseCoopers
in Hartford, Conn,
Margaret B. Clement has become
associated with the Portland firm of
Drummond &, Drummond.
Gregg Frame and his wife, Jill,
announce the birth of their son, Jake
Christopher, bom Dec. 23,2003.
E. Darby Herrington opened her own
general practice in Manchester, Vt,, in
October.
Kristin Hoffman is an investigator
with the Naval Criminal Investigative
Service in the Middle East and Africa.
Lance Walker, an associate at
Norman, Hanson & DeTioy, LLC, has
been appointed to the Zoning Board of
Appeals in North Yarmouth.
Class Agent ChaÅwíck A, Weber
cweberT@møine.rr.com
David L. Beam has joined the law firm
of Kirkpamick & Lockhart as an associate
attomey and practices in the firm's
\ü/ashington, D.C., office. Formerly, Beam
clerked for the Hon. Robert \Ø. Clifford of
the Maine Supreme Judicial Court.
Brian A. Consigli has joined the law
firm of Consigli & Brucato in Milford,
Mass., as an associate attorney.
Rosa Frazier (formerly Rosa Pena)
announces the birth of her second child,
Maximo C. Frazier, bom Nov. 6, 2003 and
weighing I lbs. Rosa also has a daughteq
Marina. The family lives in Norwood, N.Y.
Matthew Walker is stafffor the U.S.
Senate Committee on Small Business and
Entrepreneurship, in'S7ashington, D.C. He
seÍves as Oversight Counsel.
Class Agent KørLa Jo Black
I&lack@ díu ínemillímet, c om
Class Agent Katheríne M. þnch
mklynchT3@ydhoo.com
Benjamin Campo has joined the
Litigation Department at the Portiand firm
of Drummond & Drummond.
Dennis Carrillo and his wife, Diane,
announce the birth of their daughteq
Colette Amelia Carrillo, who was bom
Jan. Z,2004.
Andre J. Hungerford has joined the
Portland office of Pierce Atwood as an
associate. He also has been named chair-
man of the Maine Bar Joumal Advisory
Committee by the MSBA Board of
Governors.
Daniel J. Murphy has joined the
Bankruptcy and Insolvency practice group
at the Portland law fi¡m of Bemstein,
Shur, Sawyer & Nelson as an associate
attomey.
Patrick Parson has ¡etumed from a
15-month tour of duty in Iraq. He writes:
"While I was in lraq, I served as the Tiial
Counsel for the Army's 2d Armored
Calvary Regiment. I was the prosecutor
and legal advisor to a command with
approximately 5,400 soldiers. \ü/e served
primarily in East Baghdad, including the
Sadr City neighborhood, during the first
12 months of deployment. In April, the
regiment moved south to restore order in
the Shiite cities of Al Kut, Diwaniyah, and
An Najaf/Kufah. I served with the
Regimental Headquarters in Najaf during
those three months."
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Patríck Parson '02 is reuníted wíth hß c)rífe , EIsa, after
seruing 15 months in lraq.
Class Agent Wendy Moulton Sto:rkey
w s t ørkey @ e o c clctw. c om
Anna Astvatsaturova has retumed to
Maine after a clerkship at the
International Crirninal Court in The
Hague, Netherlands. She writes, "l was
one of the first few Americans to clerk for
the Court, a rare privilege considering the
U.S.'s opposition to the Court. I conduct-
ed legal research, wrote on issues of inter-
national public and criminal law, human
Anna Astudtsa.tllrova'0j ín front of the Intematíonal
CriminaL Court in the The Hag,rc , N etherlands .
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riglìts isstres, and wrote speeches and
,.""oorrc for senior ICC officials, including
tþL president ancl vice president. I attend-
ecl and helped organize the diplomatic
bliefings, the NGO meetings, and the first
meeting of the Board of Directors of the
iCC Tiust Fund for Victims, etc." As of
the summer of 7004, Astvatsaturova was
busy studying for the Maine Bar.
Michael Bigos is working as a trial
lawyer with Berman &- Simmons in
Lewiston after finishing a clerkship for
Maine Supreme Judicial Court Justice Jon
Levy. He also co-authored a chapter with
Professor Donald Zillman in the book
Energl Sectnity: ManagingRisk in a
Dynctrnic Legal and Regukttory
Enuironment, pubiished this year by
Oxford University Press. (See related qrticle
on þage 4.)
Daniel I. Billings of Bowdoinham has
become associated with the firm of
Marden, Dubord, Bernier & Stevens in
Waterville. His practice is focused on iiti-
gation, r'nunicipal law, and govemmental
affairs.
Daniel Buck has joined the Spurling
Law Offices in Cardiner as an associate
attorney. He will focus on litigation and
medical consultation issues for the firm.
Peter C. Felmly of Portland has joined
Drummond,'Woodsurn & MacMahon as
an associate in the law firm's public sector
group.
Katherine Joyce has joined the law
firm of Verrill Dana in Portland as an asso-
ciate attorney.
Todd Ross is clerking for the Hon. Lee
M. Jackwig, U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the
Southern District of Iowa.
Class Agent Lqura.K. Welles
lkwelles@hotmøilcom
Class Agent Køtheríne Knox
Kat er ob er t s 6 I @y aho o . c om
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In Memoriam
James E. Gagan'52 and former Associate Professor at the
Portland University Law School (now the University of Maine
School of Law), died January 6,2004. Mr. Gagan graduated
with honors from the Law School and taught c¡iminal law there
for several years. He was active in civic life, serving as City
Solicitor for the City of Westbrook for 26 years and as president
of the Cumberland County Bar Association in 1980.
Carolee Ti Howes '95, died August 5 , 2004 after a brief illness.
A resident of Portland, Maine, Ms. Howes served as guardian ad
litem in child protection, guardianship, and adoption matters.
Before she passed away, Ms. Howes was able to fulfill her life-
long dream of establishing her own law practice that specialized
in working with children and families in need.
George Milliken '50, died in March. He passed the Bar Exam
in 1949 after completing his first two years of law school. He
graduated in 1950 with the first class of the Portland University
School of Law. He was known for advocating for those less for-
tunate and during his last years ofpracticing law, he focused on
representing juveniles who did not have legal representation or
parental support. ln 1999, the Maine Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers honored him for 50 years of service.
James E. Murray '-56, died February 6,2004. A native of
Maine, Mr. Murray was a graduate of the Portland University
Law School (now the University of Maine School of Law). He
served in the United States Army and in the United States Air
Force, and served in the 82nd Airbome Division during the
Korean Conflict. Mr. Murray retired from Allstate Insurance
Company as Senior Market Claims Manager after 30 years of
employment and is remembered for his community service in
Cape Elizabeth and greater Portland.
Edwin R. Smith, retired Maine District Court Judge, died June
10, 2003 at his home in Bar Harbor. ln addition to his service in
the Maine Legislature and his work in the community, Judge
Smith assisted in the establishment of the University of Maine
School of Law.
Thomas R. Swan '50, passed away unexpectedly June 9, 2004
A resident of Falmouth, Maine, Mr. Swan had a long ca¡eer in
banking, eventualiy serving as Senior Vice President and
Secretary of Maine Savings Bank. He also served as the only
banking representative on the Consumer Advisory Council of
the Federal Reserve Board. He is survived by his wife of 56
years, the former Jane Pendexter, a daughte¡ two sons, and
seven grandchildren.
Peter Keim Tiumper, who entered with the Class of 2001, died
after a long battle with cancer on July 7 ,2004. Despite his ill'
ness, Dr. Tiumper completed all his graduation requirements
except his Independent \ü/riting Project. He held a Ph.D. in
chemistry and taught organic chemistry at Bowdoin College for
many years. He co-authored several scientific text books and
edited numerous medical textbooks. One of his books,
Microscale Organic Biolng¡, which he co-authored, was published
while he was a student at the Law School. Dr. Tiumper present'
ed copies of the book to Dean Colleen Khoury and Dean of
Students Barbara Gauditz noting that it was traditional to give
copies of publications ro the "Dean(s) of your College."
Roland B. Willoughby '67, died January 23,2004.Mr.
\Øilloughby practiced in New Hampshire and was active in the
Dover Rotary Club and other communily work, including as a
supporter of youth sports. For many years, Mr. \Øilloughby
served as his class agent, and classmate \7ard Graffam remem-
bers him as a "fantastic, extremely likable, and unflappable guy."
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Wash¡nston, ll.G., Alumn¡/ae
Rcunion
Aboue: P atricia Sinícropi' 95 (L
to r) , Dean CoIIeen Khowy, and
SarahMcCreub '0j at the Ma1
reunion in the nation's caþitol.
Right: Andrew Brown'76 (Ieft)
speaks with Richa¡d Roe '77 .
Below: Dauid Beam'01 (L to r) 
,
Amanàa Wood' 0 1, Richard
EweIL'01 , -fimothy McCormack
' A 1, Chmles MitchelL' 02
(back), Sarah McCrear)1' 03,
and Slnun Gehm'02.
New Hamp$n¡ne-area Alumni/ae Reün¡on
Gregory Smitlr '73 (L to r) , Dea¡t Colleen Khow2 , Eugene Sulliucttt
' 86 dn¿ his wife, l ennifer Holtnes'99, Joceline Chunpagne'99,
KarlaJo BIrck'02, ad.Joln Atulrews'71 .
Boston-anea
Alumn¡/ae Reun¡on
Janes HaIL'97 with Kimberlíe Jo Sweet'96
dwing thís sÞring's alwnnilae rewtion in Boston.
Bünl¡ngton Al¡¡mni/ae Reun¡on
Colin McNeil '03 (l to r) , \{lenfu Spargo '94, Marikate
Kellel '89 (back), Dean CoLleenKhowy, ondMíchaeL
Spmgo '94 ar rhis sprlng\ reunion ín Bmlington.
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\.i,rirrr, LritLr, thc 'tt¿tg:t:Lt-tt .lf thc Ur-rn'crslt\-
,,i .ilntr [-au' ¿\iLt¡lt-t, \ssoctirtitlrt. i: llttlr'
I r,.,i trt'ic-.c :r rttt:tt. issrtcs al'e scirr:tltllecj rrll
, ,.. l'l[] rntì i1.r'tt'tg- l)Leasc scirtl ltelìls ot
rrrir'rcsi to Ailisorr i.r'sire, \'latne L¿u'
,,\ltrnrnr f--ffict:. 24Ó i)eer:rnq'\r'r:.' Poltiatrtl,
\,11r iì4 l'Ji.. ,lr ¡-tttarl ltclììs i(j
, r I t:sl ie(¿Ðr rstn. ila ttìe. cd I r,A.tlclitrona I
i.rur Schlx.i ¿ìnci ritllllllt/irt' tì('\1¡s crll
1,,' li,rrr-rci ,¡¡ rirt schotrl's Wrrtr srre
,, \\,\\'.rìlalnela\\'. Jnil i ne.ed t r.
\)irr ¡,crultl lii<e t.o cxrcnd 'lur .ìl]pre( r¿rl-()lr
,, ilrr tn:rnr ocr4rlc rvlrt'.,rntrtbttrccl tc tltts
i:ì:ìrLe )1 \Ianu: Ltttt,
,Arrry lìal'nt-. -,rntì l-ergh lìaposo tr, ihc
Ì ISIVi Vli,ui<cting :rr, i lìr'ancl Vlanagcn-ren r
( )lïice . Ttl'-r strpct'r'tsed tl-re prorltrcturn
rtìrl uìitl'lìr\,lt'tlull .'l'lt,' nllrq:rztlt,'
¡\l1ison L¡sIic tol her i:ciitoli:ri assistiurce.
lr:rrucra McCnrtiry tìr- nrany if tl-rt' al'ri
,:ics r,urrl ult(ìr\/re\\/s, rn,-lrrciing thc rnain
lilrrrrre Ltnt, n, tite A,qr ,f 'lirtolrsnr.
'. )thel stafT ¿rt rhe Lirn Schooi for tÌretl
' \ril( rl'l:rj ,rl)ti ¡.ti rolr'c:trlttìq t:\l\lr¡tì(L
"lr Maine L¿u' Aiurnni/ae and
,lends of Mainc Lar¡,
I lr¿tnk vou lor vorlr feedback .rn.l sugges-
iroirs ,:onl:cflltrg ri'rts pllbircntiot-r. q}1¡ goal
l, i() crìpture ai] ¡har rs spectal :ìrì(l un1(lue
rirout thc L:,ni Scirooi. d're t:rcr-rlty, the
r,ir.rclents. :rnrl :rhrnnrlac. Yorr can l-rci1.
thluugir v{rLlr lcttors alrcl e-matls. Wc irope
' ltclrt ftirrìl \'(ìu lrnri. rrltcll:ìl\lìr{)[rIitlL. \\'r
i\,ll)l ,r slt;ilc \\'lllì ()ur ¡eurier': \()lll'
riirccesseç,rrcl celebr:rtrr)ns. Please iv¡i¡r', )1
scLrcl :'ur e-Lìlail i() rrs.
Iollr Lì. Cìundclstlol'i
t)irer-tol rrf Altuuni lìeiatuxrs
Linrvr:rsltv oi ìV[¿rne Schooi ,rf L¿rrv
/.4ó l-)eerrllg Àr'enrrc
P,rltland, Viainr 041C]
l)hcrre: (ZCi I i8A-ü4)
ll-narl : ìau'aiumni@ns1ìl.nrarllc.ecllr
I llrt-. l'.'ut, iLreh., i,rr t,' .t;ttt lr Nf:rrttt
1,,,* *r,,tt .Uì(l llorltslr ()\'r'r' llì(' )Liits
irrro thc str()rìg irìsritlrtio¡ rt is t,xlar,. I
i-rarte becn iitrrrri-l¡tc crt,tLigh [o \r]r'\rc rrrì
tire É\lrrtt-urr Asstrct¿tt ron lloiu'cl ,rl
I li rt:. t ( r'¡'.t-. 1ì't-:rsu LcL. \/i cc Plr.sri lcn t,
,rncl n,x,r'. ¿rs Plrsi.lt:trt . I nrust sa¡ I irt'tr
corìtlllLrrìll\' ¿ì,st\rulr(l¡:(l lrl tlrc lrar,-l uork
irnti tleilic¡tion iri ( )uì ,rlrrrtrlri/¡e . 'fhc
.\hrrulri .A.ss.rci:rtrotr l¡rrrl Ìts Boarcl itt
l)ílccrtrr. lr:rvr :r trrll :rntl l.L¡sy vcat'
,rheatl, i.Lrt \\,1t1ì suclì :r sIr()r1g tr:lcli
rec,,lrl. therc is n,, ,.l,lltl-,t \11r' L¿ìll ¿ì(lc()lll'
plrsh 
'rìl rrl ottt gtrals.
-I-hrs past vcirr'. Ilìt: ,\irnuirl l-utr.l
laisc.l ,i t'ec,xtl-brcaktng .$i45.'t100. A:
tht' errmp:Ligrr ch:rrr, I *rLrcereh' thank
r\/cl \r()tìe rt'ho c,,nt ribrttctl ;rrrrl e\¡ef\/()rlt
u,l¡r, rvolkeri s,. har,1 orì tlì(' aalnpaigrì.
Tinl Notton '88 is hcacling uF tlìr
L¿ìl-rìpaÌgil this t¡eat, a¡ql | [1r.¡rt' rhal
( \\'l\'¡,lì('r,',ll ttr¡'¡t,'1, llt., rlllìl,tllglì ì'
:(,rì('r¡rlrsl\ ,r: rlrr'r .lr.l tnittl
.{nother' .ìrca \\/e u,ill l¡e tircrrsing ¡lr-l
is levamprnq tirc xrle rf rhc class aqent
l.r iltlrk¡rtU ll ilr{)lr'r)i ir C')illlillrlìlc.lli\'{'
lole 
',tttrorrg clâss1-r-r¿ìt(ìs. As the ¿rvestxnt-
n,,l'l< ,f Fred Frau'le1 '7ó ¿rntl lrL¡
( r\lììtILunt(;rll(ìlìs { ì.ìltrlììll'toI r)lì'lll
\ici-¡ sitr'¡ncl tmlillt.' Jirectolv ls â[]()ut
t,, I'c:il t¡ili1, rl I\ :llr,)l\l\,rlttlu('|'llìl(' I(
toltlrrl¿rte ancl nrstttt.ttc thirt Lreu' t'olc. I
iìlì1 l)ie¿ìseal t() a[ìn()llncc th:rt Jirn
I{addou, '86. Annc ()'f)onovan '91,
ânrl Liz B,cldr' (ìriffin '92 havc firlrnecl
â colìuììltlee tri u'ork ,rt'r the l'olc's er¡clltt-
rit¡rr. 11 vou havc atry thorrghts 
'tbout
hou' ciass ¿gellts c()ulc1 i.ette't selvc the tt'
elasses ¡ucl thc l-arv Scl-r.rttl, ltlt:itse cotr-
tac:t 
.lirlr. ,\nnc, .r' l.íz u'ith \'oLrr irleas.
()ur Studer-rr Ahrmrrri:re lìelarrons
( 
.()ln1rìrttec. l¡¡l |r1, Janet \,'ivar lìritton
'9fl n'ì11 ri,¡,rk to c()nulluc and crpaucl
rhe rncntoling prograrÌì ior s¡ttclctrls, :ts
trell ¡. strl()ilsl)rirìg e\rrrits to bt'n-tg stLr-
¡lents ¡t'rcl .rlutns togerher. 
.-l-hc 
Eveuts
(,ornrLritter', hcadccl l.r' Nancv Savage
Marcus 'L) I ;-u-icl Barrv Zimrnertnan
'70, is btrsv u,orkrrrc,nr sever:ri ]oc¿rl
evcrrts likc the .{ltulnr (-ock¡irii i)artl
¡ntl ,\rrnu;rl Ììt.,acì lì,rct.l¡Ltt ¿lst, is plan-
rriug iu'ea rcllrìr(lns rhloughotrt \4ainc
¡nrl ¡he' r'est ,)l tlrc ùílrìrìir\, Ju \()u
sl'rorricl lre lreiirtt-rg ltour thenr soonl
(ln u Ì-rcLsrt-t:rl lcvcl, I ¿rl it',rking
lìlrv¿u'cl i-r, u'olkLng \\'tth lhc Folrrrci¿rtìot'r
lloarcl r.r-. rle.'eiol. an ,ì1liiìnce thrrr rvill
:t11.,q' ,-rs to ¡,¡rk [ogcllìcl. f(l$l:rfcl ()rn'
c\ )mln()n qr,:rl of'supp()r'tilrg rire' l-au'
Sch,r,'1. Vt'e l-rave a n'oncicrÍrrl grolrÌ- oi
talentccl ¿ri,l .le.licatc.l tar-uln, alìr1 sta1f
ivho havc l.r'oclreec] qra(luat('s that corr-
rllìLl( rrr ...,lltt iltLllI l, ilr'tt r'¡ rurllìttlìl-
¡ies rrr eottntless \\/ilv¡ ln rru ¡ge u,ìrerc
I a rvvel'- b:rsh t l-rg is conìrììolì, ( )ur- gr':ìclll-
iìtes .ìr'r' scfvllìq r)n n(nrprofiÍ lloaRis,
Jonating pro Lrono lcgal sc1'r,ices atlci
u'orkins :rt ìegal serr,icc ,ulci pLrblir' ,rrga-
rlrz:ltions. \le cilrr c()rnrt govtìflì()rs,
ltrdges. legisiat()rs, .rs rvell at le¿rclels it't
l;tri, lrr¡stnc.r. .rrtri prrl.lit s('t'\ t( c ;lttìr)tìg
r¡rL r:rnks. I ¿rtrt vetr glatif ie(ì tl'r:rr. it-r
iìd(litlolì ttr þ"u-tt ìuci('sstul) \)tlr qi:ìcitl-
atcs have ietìl¿ì11ìcd loyäi ar-rtl qcllerotls
to tht l-irr.v Schor',|, st' that thc M¿rint:
l-arv cir¡r ! olll-irìur' tr, provtdc ir t¡lralitl'
legal eclucatr.¡t ¡rtttl r¡' prodtlce talctrtetl
gfa(ltlates ltth,' cttt'ii:h ()ttr cr\lìÌlìltÌrlit)', I
ìrìì lìlìrllri lo lrl , l\lìlt )l il.
,1ta.' hl$si. -ì ;s .ìt.F'
-Tbrnmie Burke '90
2004 Galendan of Euents
$eDtemben
Zg' Godfrey Scholar.in-Residence: Professor Lucy S. McGough, Vnson & Elkins Professor of Law,
Louisiana State University Law Center
Godfrey Scholar-in.Residence: Professor James 'W. Bowers, Byron R' Kantrow Professor of Law,
Louisiana State University Law Center
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5 Providence Alumni Luncheon
6 Augusta Alumni Luncheon
I Greater Portland Annual Alumni Cocktail Party
l4 13th Annual Frank M. Coffin Lecture on Law and Public Service: Justice Richard J. Goldstone,
Constitutional Court of South Africa
19 Bangor Alumni Luncheon
22 26th Annual Road Race
Nouemben
E Dean's Distinguished Scholar Lecturei Professor Keith N. Hylton, Boston University School
ofLaw
Bath/Brunswick Alumni Luncheon
Annual Golf Outing
Alumni Association Board of Directors Meeting
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